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Science 
 
Stanley Dunn, 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Provost and Dean of Graduate 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Charge to the Committee: 
 
The Faculty Senate constitutes an Ad Hoc Committee on Review of Graduate Programs, with 
the following charge: 
  

• In collaboration with the Office of Graduate Education, identify the principal strengths, 
weaknesses, and needs of our graduate students, postdocs, and graduate programs in 
general, with an eye to the distinct needs of each of the five Schools. 

 
• Identify and report on key issues pertaining to diversity within the graduate program. 

 
• Formulate policy recommendations for consideration by the Faculty Senate. Advance 

these to the Faculty Senate by November, 2012. 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1.  Executive Summary 
 
Since the adoption of the Rensselaer Plan [1] in 2000, little progress has been made in attaining 
one of its key goals, significant growth in Rensselaer’s Ph.D. program, which is essential for 
Rensselaer to become a leading research university.  Furthermore, Rensselaer is not on track to 
achieve the goals set out in the new Rensselaer Plan 2012‐2024 [2].  In order to make progress 
on these goals, Rensselaer cannot continue as it has over the past 12 years. Based on our 
review and deliberations as a group, we determined that the four most important issues 
affecting our graduate students and programs are: Graduate Student Support, Recruitment, 
Diversity, and Placement and Alumni Relations.  In addition we have added a section titled 
Opportunities for Distinction that offers programmatic suggestions that could provide unique 
benefits to students, Rensselaer, and our pursuit of larger societal objectives.   
 
Our recommendations, listed below, are based on the philosophy that doctoral education is an 
investment in the training of the next generation of scholars and in the reputation of the 
institute.  We also hold the view that a fully comprehensive graduate program has a 
complementary professional master’s program.  While many of these recommendations require 
resources and institutional leadership, we as faculty need not sit back passively waiting for 
institutional action.  There are many actions we, as faculty members, can take (some of us are 
already doing some of these) to improve our graduate programs, including: 

• Educate ourselves in best practices for recruitment and admissions, and take an active 
role in recruitment, 

• Work with our departments and schools to develop graduate student recruitment and 
admissions plans that incorporate diversity planning, 

• Learn about resources available for helping our graduate students, especially those from 
underrepresented groups, to apply for external fellowships, 

• Create opportunities for underrepresented undergraduate students to participate in 
research, 

• Develop relationships with faculty at colleges and branches of professional organizations 
serving underrepresented groups, 

• Participate in graduate student mentoring programs, such as the Preparing Future 
Faculty Program, to teach our graduate students seeking an academic career what it 
takes to fully participate as a faculty member, and  

• Provide guidance that takes into account student aspirations, considering the bigger 
picture for our students, their careers, and ultimately Rensselaer. 

 
Recommendations 
 
Graduate Student Support 
 
1.   We recommend that tuition cost‐share be determined based on a sliding scale depending 

upon the level at which a grant is capped.  For example, grants capped by the sponsor at 
relatively small amounts that could just cover a student’s stipend and related research 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expenses, could be extended a higher cost‐share rate. By allowing flexible cost‐sharing in 
these cases, the Institute will enable Primary Investigators to build up funding track records 
in preparation for attracting funding from agencies that do include tuition among 
permissible research expenditures.   

 
2.   We recommend that the Institute provide opportunities for doctoral students to obtain a 

Supervised Teaching Experience. Addition of a teaching practicum would be a significant 
value for our graduate students. Such a program might be administered as part of the 
Preparing Future Faculty Program, and faculty participating in the program could supervise 
a culminating classroom teaching experience in a professional development context that 
would provide Rensselaer doctoral students a comparative advantage when seeking a 
faculty position. 

 
Recruitment 
 
1.   It is essential that all parts of the Institute be aware of the important role of graduate 

students on our campus. Accomplishments of graduate students should be reported and 
celebrated by Strategic Communications.  Enrollment management should evaluate its 
marketing and recruiting methods to use its resources more strategically following best 
practices.  The importance of graduate students and the need for fellowships to attain the 
goals of the Rensselaer Plan should become a priority of Institute Advancement.  Student 
services need to be made aware of the different needs of graduate students from 
undergraduate students.  

 
2.   We must provide faculty the resources and information to help them to be effective 

recruiters.  The Council of Graduate Schools recommends, and we concur, that the Office of 
Graduate Admissions “put in place a process for sharing with faculty best practices for 
recruitment and admissions.” Best practice examples can be found at [5], [6], [7], [8].  

 
3.   Each school or department should be encouraged to define a graduate recruitment and 

admissions plan with enrollment targets that take into account available graduate student 
support. These plans should have the following elements: (a) an annual review, (b) goal 
setting, (c) strategies for goal achievement, and (d) implementation [9].  Attention to 
attracting a diverse graduate student body should be a part of that plan (see Section 3.3). 
Resources must be made available to departments to support their recruitment efforts. 

 
4.   Rensselaer's website is the main source of information for most prospective students, and 

our on‐line presence has a significant effect on recruitment. The Office of Graduate 
Admissions should provide recommendations to the departments about how to best 
configure their websites for graduate recruitment and to ensure consistency.  The Office of 
Graduate Admissions should also continuously work with the departments to use the latest 
and most effective technologies to create awareness and interest in our programs, such as 
the clickable banner ads on strategic websites that was effective for the School of 
Architecture and/or social media. Increased visibility of the presence of graduate programs, 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graduate faculty, and graduate students is essential if Rensselaer is to increase the number 
of graduate students as stated in The Rensselaer Plan. 

 
Diversity 
 
1.   Provide competitive funding both in terms of annual stipend amount and in terms of multi‐

year offers. The Office of Graduate Education currently uses most of the available internal 
fellowships to attract underrepresented students. Resources must be made available for 
attracting and recruiting a diverse graduate student body as high‐quality diverse students 
typically have multiple offers.  The institute should grow the number of internal fellowships 
available to underrepresented groups. The Office of Graduate Education also works to 
locate external funding and helps underrepresented students to secure external 
fellowships.  Faculty should be made aware of the resources available so that they can 
direct students to gain assistance in applying for external fellowships.   

 
2.   As indicated in Recommendation 3 in Section 3.2, diversity planning should be an integral 

part of graduate student recruitment planning in each school or department. The first step 
of the planning process is identifying and characterizing the kind of diversity problem faced 
by each discipline, Department, or School by analyzing data to produce National Diversity 
Profiles. The goal of the planning process is to align Institute diversity with the diversity of 
the national pool. Plans should be undergirded by data from the relevant professional 
associations and institutions in that field.  

 
3.   Continue to create and expand opportunities for underrepresented undergraduate students 

to participate in research. Current REU programs and an NSF LSAMP grant are already 
creating such opportunities. There should be a central place for information about these 
opportunities as well as a place for students to apply. 

 
4.   Develop relationships with faculty at colleges serving underrepresented groups and 

branches of professional organizations for underrepresented groups.  Students typically 
seek faculty advice regarding where to apply for graduate study.  We want faculty at these 
institutions to think of Rensselaer. 

 
5.   Rensselaer should put in place structures and processes to educate all faculty who serve as 

graduate advisers and committee members on best practices for inclusiveness. The Council 
of Graduate Schools provides some resources [12]. Institutions that have succeeded in 
creating a more distributed model for diversity and excellence have benefited from faculty‐
led, team‐based diversity efforts, such as the NSF ADVANCE‐funded program at the 
University of Michigan, STRIDE (Strategies and Tactics for Recruiting to Improve Diversity 
and Excellence) [13]. The core of STRIDE is a 10‐faculty member committee that researches, 
presents, and trains all faculty, as well as those newly promoted to roles as Department 
Chair or Associate Dean; performs climate surveys upon the Provost's request; and 
administers a diversity postdoctoral program [14]. We recommend the creation of such a 
program at Rensselaer. 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Placement and Alumni Relations 
 
1.   We recommend immediate development of a systematic approach to obtaining and 

tracking placement data of our doctoral and master’s students. We recommend that the 
Graduate Program Directors in each school be held responsible for collecting these data and 
transmitting them to the OGE, and that OGE work with Alumni Relations to maintain a 
central database of our Ph.D. Graduates.  

 
2.   We recommend providing students destined for an academic role opportunities to develop 

a teaching portfolio and to learn about and possibly participate in proposal writing. As 
mentioned in the recommendation in Section 3.1.2, such a program might be administered 
as part of the Preparing Future Faculty Program.  We recommend broad faculty 
participation with excellent teachers and effective proposal writers providing mentorship. 
We envision Rensselaer as a place where doctoral students seeking academic careers have 
the opportunity to learn what it takes to fully participate as a faculty member at an 
educational institution. 

 
3.   We recommend that Ph.D. students seeking non‐academic careers be provided with 

opportunities to both learn about career options as well professional development to better 
prepare them and make them more competitive for their chosen career.  Such programs 
could be a joint effort between OGE and the Center for Career & Professional Development.  
We recommend that faculty advisors consider the bigger picture for students, their careers, 
and ultimately Rensselaer, providing guidance that takes into account student aspirations. 
This may include providing students the opportunity to take interdisciplinary coursework.  

 
Opportunities for Distinction 
 

We recommend that we highlight Rensselaer’s unique capabilities by increasing the 
availability and visibility of inter‐ and multidisciplinary Ph.D. programs. Specifically, develop 
marketing strategies and media that highlight the unique opportunities for multidisciplinary 
Ph.D.s already available at Rensselaer. Develop Ph.D. programs that expand interdisciplinary 
programs and/or create new programs that highlight Rensselaer’s strengths such as 
interdisciplinary engineering, electronic performance and new media, and data‐intensive 
science. 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2. Background and Issues 
 
The committee’s charge is to identify the strengths, weaknesses, and needs of our graduate 
programs, considering each school, and to look at the specific issue of diversity in our graduate 
programs.  We studied these issues in the context of the Rensselaer Plan, both the original plan 
[1] adopted in May 2000, as well as the revised plan [2]. The Rensselaer Plan sets overarching 
goals for the institute.  We reviewed the progress made towards these goals with regard to 
graduate education and the influence of institute policy.  In addition, it was brought to our 
attention by Stanley Dunn, Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Education, that there was 
another important document prepared by an institute‐wide Graduate Education Committee in 
2007‐2009, who did an extensive review of the graduate programs and put forth 
recommendations in 2009.  That graduate program review was done in response to the Middle 
States Accreditation in 2006.  The Final Report of the Graduate Education Committee is 
provided in Appendix A of this document.  
 
Based on our review and deliberations as a group, we determined that the four most important 
issues affecting our graduate students and programs are: Graduate Student Support, 
Recruitment, Diversity, and Placement and Alumni Relations.  In addition we have added a 
section titled Opportunities for Distinction that offers programmatic suggestions that could 
provide unique benefits to students, Rensselaer, and our pursuit of larger societal objectives.  
This report focuses on those issues and makes policy recommendations with regard to each.  
Before describing each of those, we briefly review our findings with regard to progress towards 
the Rensselaer Plan goals for graduate education and the recommendations of the Graduate 
Education Committee report. 
 
2.1. Progress Towards Rensselaer Plan Goals for Graduate Education 
 
The focus of the original Rensselaer Plan [1] was to grow Rensselaer “from an institution 
centered on undergraduate education with selected research strengths to a full research 
university.” As such, research and graduate education play a critical role.  The original plan had 
specific quantitative goals of doubling the number of doctorates awarded per year from 125 
(1997/98 academic year) to 250 and expanding research funding from $40 million to $100 
million annually.  While research awards attained the $100 million mark in fiscal year 2012 [3], 
the growth in the number of doctoral awards/year has not reached the targeted 250 mark, as 
shown in Figure 1. From this figure, we see that only modest gains have been made in growing 
the number of Ph.D.s awarded annually, and the trend over the last five years has been fairly 
constant with an average of 147 Ph.D.s awarded annually.  On the same figure, the number of 
tenured and tenure track faculty is also shown to have increased from 2000 to 2004, remained 
fairly steady until 2008, and then decreased some in recent years, with an average of 357 over 
the years 2000‐2011. 
 
The updated Rensselaer Plan [2] sets goals for the next twelve years, targeting 2024, 
Rensselaer’s bi‐centennial.  Rather than setting goals for the degrees awarded, the new plan 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sets numerical targets on the resident graduate student population, with goals of growing the 
number of Ph.D. students to 1,600 and the total number of resident graduate students to 2,500 
by 2024.  This implies growing the number of master’s students to 900.  Figure 2 shows the 
trends in the number of resident Ph.D. and master’s students over the past ten years.  We can 
see that there has been only a modest growth in the number of Ph.D. students in this time 
frame, from 805 to 885 (9.9% growth), and a steep decline in the number of master’s students, 
from 1073 to 299.  

  
Figure 1. Ph.D.s awarded by year (years correspond to academic years ending in year listed) and number 

of tenure and tenure track faculty by Fall of each year listed. 

 
Figure 2. Number or resident Ph.D. and master’s students Fall of each year listed. 
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The target value of 1,600 Ph.D. students represents a substantial increase from our current and 
historical levels. The goal of 900 master’s students represents a reversal in the trend, but a 
number that the institute has attained in the past.  However, the institute does not plan to 
revert to the master’s student population demographics of the past, but rather plans to focus 
on growing “a relatively small number of carefully selected high‐level residential professional 
master’s programs aligned with the Global Challenges, linked to our Signature Thrusts” and to 
“Encourage undergraduates interested in professional careers in our Signature Thrust areas to 
complete their master’s‐level professional education at Rensselaer.”  It is also important to 
note that in the new plan, there is also a stated goal to grow the faculty to 500 tenured and 
tenure track faculty, which represents substantial growth (see Figure 1) and will greatly help to 
attain the goal of 1,600 Ph.D. students.  Still, this represents growth in the number of Ph.D. 
students per faculty (goal of 3.2 Ph.D. students/T&TT faculty) from historical levels (see Figure 
3).  Specifically, this ratio has grown from 2.42 to 2.56 (5.5% increase) over the last 10 years, 
and the revised Rensselaer Plan proposes to grow this ratio by a further 25% over the next 12 
years. 
 

  
Figure 3. Number of Ph.D. students per tenured and tenure-track faculty over time. 

 
 
2.2. Graduate Education Committee report in 2009, Recommendations and Response 
 
In 2007, in response to the 2006 Middle States Report, President Jackson created and charged a 
Graduate Education Committee to do a comprehensive review of the graduate programs at 
Rensselaer and “to formulate recommendations to achieve the goals of the Rensselaer Plan for 
graduate program development.”  The Final Report of the Graduate Education Committee (see 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Appendix A for entire document) was completed in 2009 and contained nine recommendations.  
We first review these recommendations as background for this report.  The recommendations 
are listed below (in italics), and how each recommendation/issue has been addressed since 
2009 (primarily as reported to us by Stanley Dunn) is described following each 
recommendation. 
 
Recommendation #1: Evaluate the entire electronic graduate application and admission process 
to ensure that it meets with the highest standards of knowledge management, web design, and 
faculty/staff usability. We specifically recommend that a task force reporting to the offices of 
the CIO and the Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Education be established to carry out this 
analysis and development.  
 
An electronic system and database, Technolutions Slate, is now being used for admissions. This 
has greatly improved the process. Offers are out earlier, and 2012 is the largest entering class 
of grad students since 2000. A task force was deemed unneeded.  
 
Recommendation #2: Establish a Center for Graduate Education & Training to increase the 
skills, and to improve our retention of, all graduate students, especially including 
underrepresented US student populations; commit to 15 fellowships for Hispanic/Black 
graduate students each year, renewable for up to three years; create a one‐credit‐hour seminar 
for professional development for all graduate students; and expand the AGEP Program. 
 
RPI is going after an AGEP in Math/Physical Sciences.  There are now programs and workshops 
for professional development.  They have not committed 15 fellowships for Hispanic/Black 
graduate students, but the endowed fellowships are being given preferentially to women and 
underrepresented minorities.  The Office of Graduate Education (OGE) is working with 
underrepresented minorities to apply for external fellowships.  A Graduate Center, per the new 
Rensselaer Plan, is being established to provide anonymous assistance, for example, managing 
advisor/student conflicts. 
 
Recommendation #3: Conduct a rigorous analysis that categorizes top international colleges 
and universities, makes clear their relative quality, and explains the nature of the students they 
graduate, for the purpose of targeted recruitment; formulate a set of strategies for increasing 
the number of the very best international students who come to Rensselaer. 
 
This has not been done as far as we know.  This is the purview of the Office of Graduate 
Admissions. While nationwide, other schools have a higher fraction of international students 
over time, Rensselaer has maintained a graduate population that is about 50% international 
over time.  Recruitment continues to be a major concern.  A review of recruiting priorities and 
strategies is underway through a joint effort of OGE and Enrollment Management. 
 
Recommendation #4: Establish a financial system, inspired by the best practices of competitors, 
that both encourages and sustains the long‐term career path of Research Professors and Post‐
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Docs. This financial system should enable the issuing of financially determinate contract letters 
in which the time of contracted employment can be multi‐year. 
 
Multi‐year contracts may now be issued to Research Professors, Post‐Doctoral Research 
Associates, and Professors of the Practice.  
 
Recommendation #5: Enable and encourage the direct and sole supervision of doctoral 
candidates by Research Professors, in order to be competitive with our aspirational peers. 
 
Currently, there is no policy document, and supervision of doctoral students by Research 
Professors and Professors of the Practice is allowed on a case‐by‐case basis.  The committee 
supports the continuance of this practice.   
 
Recommendation #6: Highlight Rensselaer’s unique capabilities by increasing the availability 
and visibility of inter‐ and multidisciplinary Ph.D. programs. Specifically, develop marketing 
materials that specifically highlight the unique opportunities for multidisciplinary Ph.D.s already 
available at Rensselaer, and disseminate these, especially within the US; develop Ph.D. 
programs that expand interdisciplinary programs now available only at the undergraduate and 
Master’s level (for example, PDI, M&M, GSAS, and EEVP) and/or create new programs that 
highlight Rensselaer’s strengths such as interdisciplinary engineering, electronic performance 
and new media, and data‐intensive science. 
 
Little has been done due to lack of resources, but we consider this an important 
recommendation that should be considered. Please see Section 3.5 Opportunities for 
Distinction. 
 
Recommendation #7: Form a new committee to evaluate potential incentivization mechanisms 
that allow faculty members to significantly increase the number of graduate students supported 
on external funds. 
 
No committee was formed, but Stanley Dunn has extensively studied the cost of graduate 
education at Rensselaer compared to peer institutions and has recommended a policy for 
Terminal Graduate Registration to bring our costs into line with our peer institutions.  That 
policy is still under consideration by the institute.  Based on that work, this committee has 
created policy recommendations, which are described in Section 3.1 of this report. 
 
Recommendation #8: Consider possible School‐specific mechanisms to accommodate the 
practice that, in some fields, Ph.D. students aiming at employment in academia are best served 
by remaining as students for longer periods in order to assemble a more powerful portfolio for 
such jobs. 
 
For our students to be competitive in the academic job market, they need to have an 
opportunity to develop a publication record and teaching portfolio.  See Sections 3.1.2 and 
3.4.1. 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Recommendation #9: Establish a task force, with appropriate campus‐wide representation, 
under the aegis of the Graduate School, to provide recommendations for reaching the 
Rensselaer‐Plan level of 250 Ph.D. degrees per year. This task force must explicitly discuss 
different, perhaps opposing, strategies, for making available and allocating/re‐allocating both 
current and additional Rensselaer resources in the current campus and national financial 
climates. 
 
While no task force was established, Stanley Dunn has studied this extensively.  Available 
resources constrains growing the number of Ph.D.s. 
 
2.3. Going Forward 
 
Since the adoption of the Rensselaer Plan in 2000, little progress has been made in attaining 
one of its key goals, significant growth in Rensselaer’s Ph.D. program, which is essential for 
Rensselaer to become a leading research university.  The recently updated Rensselaer Plan sets 
a similar goal for growing the number of Ph.D. students over the next 12 years, as well as a goal 
for growing the number of master’s students with a focus on professional programs. 
Furthermore, it will not be enough to just grow the numbers, we must also attract and retain 
the most promising students from diverse backgrounds to our programs.  In order to make 
progress on these goals, Rensselaer cannot continue as it has over the past 12 years.  While the 
targeted growth in the number of tenured and tenure‐track (T&TT) faculty will greatly help, the 
growth in the number of Ph.D. students/T&TT faculty is not on pace to achieve the goal set out. 
Growth in the professional master’s program will require a reversal in recent trends.  
Furthermore, although an extensive study of Rensselaer’s graduate programs was done in 
2007‐2009 (Appendix A) resulting in a series of recommendations, little progress has been 
made since then in the growth of the Ph.D. program.  In this document, we present a more 
focused study, carried out in a period under a year by a smaller group of people, and policy 
recommendations.  We believe that Rensselaer will need to address challenges in four key 
areas: Graduate Student Support, Recruitment, Diversity, and Placement and Alumni Relations, 
in order to substantially grow and improve its graduate programs.  In addition, Rensselaer is 
uniquely positioned, as a Technological Institution with both Ph.D. and professional master’s 
programs, to leverage cross‐disciplinary opportunities that will better prepare our graduate 
students for the practical realities of the research and technology commercialization 
environments into which they will be moving. We mention several such Opportunities for 
Distinction.  Our analysis and recommendations with regard to each of these areas are 
described in the next section. 
 
3. Review and Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations are based on the philosophy that doctoral education is an 
investment in the training of the next generation of scholars and in the reputation of the 
institute.  We also hold the view that a fully comprehensive graduate program has a 
complementary professional master’s program. 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3.1. Graduate Student Support 
 
Rensselaer graduate stipends are currently among the lowest of peer and aspirant institutions, 
particularly when lack of summer support is factored in (see Table 1). The Rensselaer graduate 
minimum stipend is $18,500 for the coming academic year (with $24,666 for the calendar year 
for those students who have been awarded summer support). Although the minimum summer 
stipend is set just above $6,000, only 62% of graduate students currently receive summer 
funding. For many students, each summer interrupts their degree progress as they seek work in 
other sectors. 
 

University (school)  Calendar Year 
Stipend 

Stanford  $32,128 
MIT  $31,644 
Cornell   $30,533 
Northwestern  $27,600 
Cal Tech  $27,000 
Carnegie Mellon  $26,400 
Lehigh ‐ Engineering  $25,786 
Princeton  $25,570 
Lehigh  (Other)  $24,253 
Rice  $24,000 
Rensselaer  $24,000 
Lehigh (Arts&Science)  $19,400 

 
Table 1. Typical stipends at peer and aspirant institutions (calendar year 2012-2013). 

 
Graduate tuition has been set at the undergraduate rate (unlike many peer and aspirant 
universities where graduate tuition is less), and even with the 35% tuition reduction on 
research grants, Rensselaer’s graduate tuition is higher than most peer and aspirant 
universities, see Table 2. Full‐time graduate tuition is to be paid the entire time that a graduate 
student is enrolled at Rensselaer. All graduate students must be registered for at least 12 
credits per semester, except for Teaching Assistants, who must be registered for 9 credits per 
semester. Because time to degree is typically four to five years, doctoral students amass (and 
pay for) many more credits (30 credits on average over the past 10 years) than the 72 credits 
they actually need currently to complete their degrees. 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University (school) 

 
Undergraduate 

Tuition 

Graduate 
Tuition/Reduced 

Rate* 

Cost 
Share 

on Grants 

Graduate Tuition 
Charged to 
Grants 

Lehigh (Business)  $41,920  $22,800#/$1900  50%  $11,400 
Northwestern  $43,380  $43,380/$10,845  72.5%  $11,936 
Cornell (endowed)  $43,185  $29,500/$400  50%  $14,750 
Lehigh (Other)  $41,920  $30,240#/$2520  50%  $15,120 
Rice (Architecture)  $36,610  $27,480/$1528  39%  $16,763 
Princeton  $40,170  $38,650/$5860  50%  $19,325 
MIT  $41,770  $41,770/$6958  50%  $20,885 
Rice (Other)  $36,610  $36,610/$2034  39%  $22,332 
Stanford (Other)  $41,250  $41,250/$8046  35%  $26,813 
Rensselaer  $43,350  $43,350  35%  $28,178 
Stanford (Engng)  $41,250  $43,950/$8046  35%  $28,568 
CMU (HASS)  $44,880  $36,900/$5126  0  $36,900 
Cal Tech  $38,085  $38,085  0  $38,085 
CMU (Science)  $44,880  $38,800/$5390  0  $38,800 
CMU (Engineering)  $44,880  $38,900/$5400  0  $38,900 

  *Reduced tuition rates at these schools, typically for doctoral students after 3 years. 
  #Per credit basis, assumes 12cr/semester. 

Table 2. Tuition at peer and aspirant institutions (calendar year 2012-2013). 
 
 
3.1.1 External Research Assistantships 
The Rensselaer graduate students currently cost $66,626 per year (this calculation includes 
summer stipend and a tuition cost‐share rate of 35%) due to the policy stating: "All 
assistantships and internal fellowships are indivisible and a student cannot be both a TA and RA 
within the same semester." This statement has been interpreted to mean that when faculty 
members apply for external grants, they must fund all or nothing. This makes Rensselaer 
graduate students enormously expensive relative to other graduate students who might serve 
as Research Assistants. The current climate makes it very difficult for many faculty members to 
bring in external funds to support graduate students.  
 
Significant increases in the research portfolio are outlined in the Rensselaer Plan. These will 
require that faculty undertake new and sustained efforts in the research arena: an increased 
rate of proposal submission; improvement in the quality and fundability of the proposals 
submitted; and an increased number of large interdisciplinary, multi‐investigator proposals 
developed and submitted. It will further require that a greater percentage of faculty members 
participate in sponsored research programs. One way to strongly encourage and motivate these 
types of activities while at the same time ensuring that proposals remain competitive from a 
total cost to contract perspective, is through the implementation of a flexible tuition cost‐
sharing program. In such a program, a portion of the cost of the tuition for Graduate Research 
Assistants (RA's) will be provided as cost sharing on the contract by Rensselaer for students 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supported on externally funded, sponsored research projects. The implementation of this type 
of program will result in benefits, including: 

• Ensuring that proposals are competitive on a total cost‐to‐contract basis when 
compared to peer institutions. 

• Providing appropriate institutional cost sharing on research proposals, thereby 
demonstrating the institutional commitment to research. 

 
1. We recommend that tuition cost‐share be determined based on a sliding scale depending 
upon the level at which a grant is capped.  For example, grants capped by the sponsor at 
relatively small amounts that could just cover a student’s stipend and related research expenses, 
could be extended a higher cost‐share rate. By allowing flexible cost‐sharing in these cases, the 
Institute will enable Primary Investigators to build up funding track records in preparation for 
attracting funding from agencies that do include tuition among permissible research 
expenditures.   
 
3.1.2 Teaching Assistantships 
Currently, graduate students whose support comes in the form of Teaching Assistantships are 
expected to play very circumscribed roles for a relatively short period of time (2 years). This 
restriction reduces Rensselaer's ability to offer competitive graduate funding packages. More 
importantly, lack of teaching experience then makes Rensselaer graduate students less 
competitive on the academic job market. In fact, Rensselaer Ph.D. candidates are currently at a 
disadvantage in the academic job market in certain disciplines because they cannot provide 
course evaluations to prospective employers that demonstrate their ability to structure and 
deliver instruction that is perceived as valuable to their students.   
 
2. We recommend that the Institute provide opportunities for doctoral students to obtain a 
Supervised Teaching Experience. Addition of a teaching practicum would be a significant value 
for our graduate students. Such a program might be administered as part of the Preparing 
Future Faculty Program, and faculty participating in the program could supervise a culminating 
classroom teaching experience in a professional development context that would provide 
Rensselaer doctoral students a comparative advantage when seeking a faculty position. 
 
3.2. Recruitment 
 
Recruiting the best students into Rensselaer’s graduate programs will be critical for Rensselaer 
to grow and sustain high quality research, but is expected to become a growing challenge over 
time.  According to the Commission on the Future of Graduate Education in the United States 
[4], the pool of available highly‐qualified students applying for graduate study in the U.S. is 
expected to shrink because (a) the U.S. domestic population is likely to be “less academically 
skilled” and (b) “other nations are moving decisively to build strong graduate programs to 
attract the world’s best students.”  Thus, we will need to compete more than ever to recruit top 
students from around the world to Rensselaer. 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Key metrics for assessing the quality of recruitment are: the total number of applicants, the 
selectivity (% of applicants accepted), the yield (% of accepted students who choose to come to 
Rensselaer), and quality metrics, such as GPA, GRE, GMAT, and TOEFL scores.  Figure 4 shows 
the number of Ph.D. applicants over the past ten years.  The number of applications is 
dominated by the schools of engineering and science, and so a graph scaling by the number of 
applicants in the first year considered is also shown.  There has been moderate growth in the 
last five years.  The new Ph.D. program in architecture has seen the largest relative growth. 

   
Figure 4. Left: number of Ph.D. applicants by school and for the institute (Total), and Right: scaled 

number Ph.D. applicants by school and for the institute, where the scaling is by the number of applicants 
in AY2002-2003 (or 2004-2005 for architecture).  The data is for each academic year starting from the 

Fall of the year listed. 
 
Selectivity and yield are shown in Figure 5. Due to the small number of Ph.D. students in 
management and architecture, those programs exhibit some large fluctuations.  The selectivity 
has improved over the past five years in all programs. The overall yield has been fairly flat in the 
range of 30‐40%.  Average GRE scores of confirmed entering Ph.D. students by school are 
shown in Figure 6.  The general trend has been an improvement in GRE scores over time.  The 
overall average GRE scores for the institute are quantitative: 162 (86%) and verbal: 155 (65%), 
where the figures shown in brackets indicate the percentage of all examinees who score below 
these levels.  Thus, our Ph.D. students have GRE scores well above the average of those 
considering graduate school. 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Figure 5. Left: Selectivity and Right: Yield of Ph.D. applicants by school and for the institute. 

 

 
Figure 6. Average GRE quantitative scores (left) and verbal scores (right) by school of confirmed entering 

Ph.D. students. The percentiles shown are the percent of all examinees who score lower than the given 
level, for tests on or after 2011. 

 
In recent years, Rensselaer has successfully grown the percentage of US students in its graduate 
programs, counter to national trends.  This is the result of a concerted effort by the Offices of 
Graduate Education and Graduate Admissions.  Figure 7 shows the percent of confirmed new 
Ph.D. students who are US citizens by school and for the institute.  Over the past 10 years, this 
percentage has grown from 38% to 57% for the institute. 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Figure 7. Percent of confirmed new Ph.D. students who are US citizens. 

 
Our web presence has a strong influence on our ability to attract applicants. Anecdotally, in 
November 2012, the School of Architecture placed several clickable banner ads linking directly 
to their Master of Architecture programs website on websites heavily trafficked by students in 
Undergraduate Architecture Programs. The number of applicants to the Master of Architecture 
program increased by 96% at the institute application deadline.  
 
In order for Rensselaer to grow the quality and size of its Ph.D. programs in the face of growing 
competition and a potentially shrinking pool of applicants, it will need to make improvements 
in graduate recruitment.  We must work more aggressively to grow our applicant pool, and we 
must improve our relationships with prospective students to improve our yield.  Faculty must 
take an active role in recruitment.  According to the Council of Graduate Schools [5], “... faculty 
can be the most effective recruiters of doctoral students, and their admissions decisions are 
basic to enrollment management and high degree completion rates.”  Furthermore [6], “Faculty 
are the most trusted and believable recruiters for their graduate programs.”   Based on this 
understanding, we make the following recommendations. 
 
1. It is essential that all parts of the Institute be aware of the important role of graduate 
students on our campus. Accomplishments of graduate students should be reported and 
celebrated by Strategic Communications.  Enrollment management should evaluate its 
marketing and recruiting methods to use its resources more strategically following best 
practices.  The importance of graduate students and the need for fellowships to attain the goals 
of the Rensselaer Plan should become a priority of Institute Advancement.  Student services 
need to be made aware of the different needs of graduate students from undergraduate 
students. 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2. We must provide faculty the resources and information to help them to be effective 
recruiters.  The Council of Graduate Schools recommends, and we concur, that the Office of 
Graduate Admissions “put in place a process for sharing with faculty best practices for 
recruitment and admissions.” Best practice examples can be found at [5], [6], [7], [8].  
 
3. Each school or department should be encouraged to define a graduate recruitment and 
admissions plan with enrollment targets that take into account available graduate student 
support. These plans should have the following elements: (a) an annual review, (b) goal setting, 
(c) strategies for goal achievement, and (d) implementation [9].  Attention to attracting a 
diverse graduate student body should be a part of that plan (see Section 3.3). Resources must be 
made available to departments to support their recruitment efforts. 
 
4. Rensselaer's website is the main source of information for most prospective students, and our 
on‐line presence has a significant effect on recruitment. The Office of Graduate Admissions 
should provide recommendations to the departments about how to best configure their 
websites for graduate recruitment and to ensure consistency.  The Office of Graduate 
Admissions should also continuously work with the departments to use the latest and most 
effective technologies to create awareness and interest in our programs, such as the clickable 
banner ads on strategic websites that was effective for the School of Architecture and/or social 
media. Increased visibility of the presence of graduate programs, graduate faculty, and 
graduate students is essential if Rensselaer is to increase the number of graduate students as 
stated in The Rensselaer Plan. 
 
3.3. Diversity 
 
The underrepresentation of women and minority graduates of Ph.D. programs, especially in the 
STEM disciplines, continues to be an issue affecting the US workforce and competitiveness.  In 
2011, blacks and Hispanics comprised 29% of the US population, and this percentage is 
expected to continue growing [10]. While 78% of Asian and 61% of White non‐Hispanic high 
school graduates enroll in college, only 49% of Black and 46% of Hispanic high school graduates 
enroll in either a 2‐ or 4‐year college [4]. In engineering, underrepresented minority groups 
(black, Hispanic, and Native American) comprise only 16% of the undergraduate students and 
women comprise only 18% of the undergraduate population [11].  As a result, there is less 
diversity in the pool of available Ph.D. applicants than in the domestic population, and this 
contributes to the shrinking application pool described in Section 3.2. 
 
Rensselaer, as many other competing universities, has made some effort to recruit women and 
minorities into its graduate programs with modest success. Figure 8 shows the percentage of 
applicants and those who confirm their intention to enroll in Rensselaer’s Ph.D. programs that 
are women.  In engineering in 2012, 27% of those confirming enrollment in Rensselaer’s Ph.D. 
programs were women compared to the national average of 23% of engineering graduate 
students (not just Ph.D.) were women in 2010 [11].  However, there has been little change over 
the past ten years.  On the other hand, there has been some growth in the percent of 
underrepresented minority applicants, as can be seen in Figure 9, but the percent confirmed 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has not grown at the same rate.  In engineering in 2012, 5.8% of those confirming enrollment in 
Rensselaer’s Ph.D. programs were underrepresented minorities compared to the national 
average of 6.8% enrolled in engineering graduate programs in 2010 [11].  So Rensselaer is on 
par with national averages. 
 

   
Figure 8. Left: Percent of Ph.D. applicants that are women by academic year.  Right: Percent of 

confirmed enrolling Ph.D. students that are women by academic year. 
 

   
Figure 9. Left: Percent of Ph.D. applicants that are underrepresented minorities by academic year.  Right: 

Percent of confirmed enrolling Ph.D. students that are underrepresented minorities by academic year. 
 
Recruiting and retaining a diverse population to Ph.D. completion will continue to be 
challenging, but is essential for Rensselaer’s competitiveness.  To accomplish this, we 
recommend the following. 
 
1. Provide competitive funding both in terms of annual stipend amount and in terms of multi‐
year offers. The Office of Graduate Education currently uses most of the available internal 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fellowships to attract underrepresented students. Resources must be made available for 
attracting and recruiting a diverse graduate student body as high‐quality diverse students 
typically have multiple offers.  The institute should grow the number of internal fellowships 
available to underrepresented groups. The Office of Graduate Education also works to locate 
external funding and helps underrepresented students to secure external fellowships.  Faculty 
should be made aware of the resources available so that they can direct students to gain 
assistance in applying for external fellowships.   
 
2.  As indicated in Recommendation 3 in Section 3.2, diversity planning should be an integral 
part of graduate student recruitment planning in each school or department. The first step of 
the planning process is identifying and characterizing the kind of diversity problem faced by 
each discipline, Department, or School by analyzing data to produce National Diversity Profiles. 
The goal of the planning process is to align Institute diversity with the diversity of the national 
pool. Plans should be undergirded by data from the relevant professional associations and 
institutions in that field.  
 
3. Continue to create and expand opportunities for underrepresented undergraduate students to 
participate in research. Current REU programs and an NSF LSAMP grant are already creating 
such opportunities. There should be a central place for information about these opportunities as 
well as a place for students to apply. 
 
4. Develop relationships with faculty at colleges serving underrepresented groups and branches 
of professional organizations for underrepresented groups.  Students typically seek faculty 
advice regarding where to apply for graduate study.  We want faculty at these institutions to 
think of Rensselaer. 
 
5. Rensselaer should put in place structures and processes to educate all faculty who serve as 
graduate advisers and committee members on best practices for inclusiveness. The Council of 
Graduate Schools provides some resources [12]. Institutions that have succeeded in creating a 
more distributed model for diversity and excellence have benefited from faculty‐led, team‐based 
diversity efforts, such as the NSF ADVANCE‐funded program at the University of Michigan, 
STRIDE (Strategies and Tactics for Recruiting to Improve Diversity and Excellence) [13]. The core 
of STRIDE is a 10‐faculty member committee that researches, presents, and trains all faculty, as 
well as those newly promoted to roles as Department Chair or Associate Dean; performs climate 
surveys upon the Provost's request; and administers a diversity postdoctoral program [14]. We 
recommend the creation of such a program at Rensselaer. 
 
3.4. Placement and Alumni Relations 
 
3.4.1 Placement 
We are not aware of a focal unit in the Institute that tracks placement of our Ph.D students, but 
are of the understanding that placement has trended toward industrial rather than academic 
jobs in Engineering and Science, but towards academic jobs in Management and H&SS. 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1. We recommend immediate development of a systematic approach to obtaining and tracking 
placement data of our doctoral and master’s students. We recommend that the Graduate 
Program Directors in each school be held responsible for collecting these data and transmitting 
them to the OGE, and that OGE work with Alumni Relations to maintain a central database of 
our Ph.D. Graduates.  
 
Universities,  industry  and  government  labs  are  all  possibilities  for  Engineering  and  Science 
graduates,  and  academia,  industry  or  consulting  are  potential  outlets  for  Architecture,  H&SS 
and Management Graduates.   
 
Setting  objectives  regarding  placement  would  be  useful  for  guiding  the  development  of 
students  and  seeking  various  sources  of  funding  to  support  their  education.  For  example,  a 
graduate student seeking a career  in academia  typically  requires proof of her ability  to  teach 
effectively. As noted earlier  (Section 3.1.2), our students support  faculty  in  teaching  in only a 
very circumscribed way. They therefore lack that critical experience of course development and 
delivery as well as proof of their effectiveness through teaching evaluations, and as a result are 
at a disadvantage in the job market.  
 
2. We recommend providing students destined for an academic role opportunities to develop a 
teaching portfolio and to learn about and possibly participate in proposal writing. As mentioned 
in the recommendation in Section 3.1.2, such a program might be administered as part of the 
Preparing Future Faculty Program.  We recommend broad faculty participation with excellent 
teachers and effective proposal writers providing mentorship. We envision Rensselaer as a place 
where doctoral students seeking academic careers have the opportunity to learn what it takes 
to fully participate as a faculty member at an educational institution. 
 
Ph.D. students who seek a career in industry, government, or other alternative career paths 
should have programs and resources available for guidance and development.  For example, a 
recent panel on industrial careers for Ph.D.s offered through OGE was very informative for our 
students and popular.     
 
3. We recommend that Ph.D. students seeking non‐academic careers be provided with 
opportunities to both learn about career options as well professional development to better 
prepare them and make them more competitive for their chosen career.  Such programs could 
be a joint effort between OGE and the Center for Career & Professional Development.  We 
recommend that faculty advisors consider the bigger picture for students, their careers, and 
ultimately Rensselaer, providing guidance that takes into account student aspirations. This may 
include providing students the opportunity to take interdisciplinary coursework.  
 
3.4.2 Alumni Relations 
We believe that, due to the lack of a comprehensive and centralized tracking system, our Ph.D. 
alumni/ae are not being contacted or leveraged for the unique possibilities that they may offer 
our graduating students, except on a case by case basis.   For example: 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• Ph.D. alumni in industrial settings may offer a source of funds for graduate fellowships; 
• Ph.D. alumni in academic settings may be in a position to recommend high potential 

graduate students to our program; 
• Ph.D. alumni may help in job placement. 

  
A number of Ph.D. alumni in Engineering and Science have become entrepreneurs and/or 
venture investors and could become a source of advisory or investment capacity for our 
burgeoning graduate student based entrepreneurial community.   
 
3.5. Opportunities for Distinction 
 
Rensselaer has many unique and exciting Ph.D. programs, and we reiterate the spirit of 
Recommendation #6 from the 2009 Graduate Education Committee Report.  
 
We recommend that we highlight Rensselaer’s unique capabilities by increasing the availability 
and visibility of inter‐ and multidisciplinary Ph.D. programs. Specifically, develop marketing 
strategies and media that highlight the unique opportunities for multidisciplinary Ph.D.s already 
available at Rensselaer. Develop Ph.D. programs that expand interdisciplinary programs and/or 
create new programs that highlight Rensselaer’s strengths such as interdisciplinary engineering, 
electronic performance and new media, and data‐intensive science. 
 
In our discussions a number of interesting possibilities arose that have not been fully cultivated, 
but which could increase the attractiveness of Rensselaer over competing schools to 
prospective graduate students, both at the Master’s and Ph.D. levels.  For example, 
encouraging interactions between graduate students in science and engineering with Lally 
graduate students to foster commercialization and entrepreneurial opportunities or offer a 
joint Ph.D./MBA program for graduate student interested becoming research laboratory 
leaders. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Although Rensselaer has not made much progress towards its goals for graduate education, as 
laid our in the Rensselaer Plan, we offer many unique and exciting programs, we continue to 
attract and admit students who are very successful as students and beyond, and we have been 
able to grow the percent of Ph.D. students who are US citizens. Furthermore, we are able to 
accomplish all of this while at the same time offering outstanding undergraduate programs to a 
very large cohort of undergraduate students, where our undergraduate to graduate student 
ratio is much larger than any of our peer institutions.  To grow our graduate programs in both 
size and excellence will require institutional leadership and resources together with faculty 
action.  We believe that the recommendations listed herein, based on our research, provide 
guidance to strengthen and grow our graduate programs. 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1.0 Executive Summary 
 
2009 ushered in a period of change in our country and in the world, and President 
Obama has specified bold new directions for research and education.  Higher education 
in the US must be part of this change, and Rensselaer in particular is in a unique position 
to lead it. This report of the Graduate Education Committee (GEC), while by its charge 
focused on our graduate education program and related needs, could not consider only 
that aspect of Rensselaer. Since undergraduate, graduate, and research commitments 
are inextricably intertwined and rest on the same shoulders of our faculty, we have 
necessarily reviewed the graduate program in the context of our overall academic 
responsibilities rather than in isolation. 
 
To set the stage for the Committee’s recommendations for the future, we begin by 
assessing both accomplishments of the recent past, and the current state of Rensselaer’s 
academic sector. To that end, the datafile that accompanies this document (Appendix B) 
charts a variety of major metrics and trends over the last decade, some of the key 
aspects of which we now review. 
 
The major change over the past decade for Rensselaer was the appointment of Dr. 
Shirley Ann Jackson as President. In concert with President Jackson’s leadership was the 
establishment of The Rensselaer Plan, adopted in May 2000. The quantitative goals in the 
Plan most relevant to the graduate program include: 
 

• $100 million of research expenditures annually; 
• 250 doctoral degrees annually; 
• 80% of graduate students will be doctoral students. 
 

Coupled with these goals were overall proposed increases in the quality of programs, 
people, and platforms. Of the many ensuing changes in policies, practices, and programs, 
the one with the most impact on the graduate program was the 2002 establishment of 
the Graduate Tuition Policy (GTP), which called for a focus on full-time graduate study.  
The most recent development of this focus was the reduction from a 90-credit 
minimum to a 72-credit minimum requirement for the doctorate degree. 
 
With that background in mind, and with reference to the data appearing in Appendix B, 
we wish to highlight the following recent historical information involving the graduate 
program and the overall academic enterprise. 
 
Referring to Exhibit A-enrollments, the largest change observed for the 10-year period 
1998 to 2008 is the decline of Master’s enrollment. All Master’s declined 70% from 
3,978 to 1,219.  Troy Master’s alone declined 71% (1,145 to 332). Troy non-
matriculated declined to about half of their 1998 level, after rising to a peak in 2002. 
  
Troy PhDs increased 25% over the 10-year period. It should be noted that the increase 
from 1998 to 2003 was most dramatic, with 92% of the increase already experienced by 
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2003. From 2003 to 2008, the average PhD enrollment was 866 and remained relatively 
flat. 
 
The average undergraduate enrollment from 2000 to 2003 was 5,133, almost exactly the 
same as it was over the period from 2005 to 2008 (5,139).  Undergraduate enrollment, 
as a percentage of the total, has risen from 48% to 71%, primarily due to the drop in 
Master’s students. 
 
Exhibits B-1 through B-10 cover admissions activity from 2002–2008, or in some 
instances only 2008.  We note that the decline in graduate admissions was reversed as 
of 2005 and increased 28% from 2005 to 2008, with doctoral applications increasing 
21% over the same period.  
 
International students now account for 80% of the full-time doctoral applications, with 
three out of four being from either China or India.  Non-citizen applicants’ GRE verbal 
scores are lower than domestic students’ scores, whereas their quantitative scores are 
substantially higher by an average of 54 points.  This gap has been prevalent for some 
time (see B-8). 
 
Two out of three graduate applications are for the SoE, whereas 93% are for either the 
SoE or SoS.  Moreover, for the SoE, 56% of the doctoral applications are in two 
departments, while in the SoS, 67% of doctoral applications are in two departments. 
These same four departments (MANE, ECSE, CS, and Physics) accounted for 42% of the 
research expenditures for FY ’08 (Exhibit G). 
 
Exhibits C1–C4 address a cohort of 402 Troy graduate students and show that 88% 
ultimately received a degree, indicating the level of and time to the degree.  
 
Exhibit E shows the total matriculated student enrollment, combining undergraduate and 
graduate numbers by department. In general, it shows that the departments with the 
heaviest loads of undergraduates (by major, not credit hours) also attract the largest 
numbers of graduate students. This is especially true of MANE, ECSE, and CS.  
 
Exhibit F is a comparison with the 13 peers established by the Graduate Education 
Committee (GEC). It shows that Rensselaer has the largest UG/G ratio of any of our 
peers at 3.7:1. Our graduate enrollment is lower than any other GEC institution except 
WPI and Cal Tech. The peers’ average for engineering doctorates as a percentage of all 
doctorates is 35%, whereas Rensselaer’s percentage is 54%.  For 2008, only four GEC 
peers awarded more engineering doctorates than Rensselaer; two are public and two 
are private (VT, GIT, CMU, MIT).  
 
Finally, for the 5-year period 2003 to 2008, Figure 1 shows that GEC peers had a 39% 
increase in doctorate degrees awarded as compared to a 16% increase for Rensselaer. 
The average number of doctorates for the peers is 268, which exceeds the Rensselaer 
Plan goal of 250 annually. We note that the important number in this figure is that 
Rensselaer awarded 158 doctorates in 2008, far short of the Rensselaer Plan goal. 
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Figure 1: Rensselaer Plan Goal of Number of PhDs Awarded, Benchmarked 

 
Considering these data and the information extracted above, and following the format 
of the ‘We Wills’ of the original Rensselaer Plan, the GEC has formulated the following 
‘We Musts’ with respect to graduate education, maintaining the original goals of the 
Research and Education section of the Rensselaer Plan 
(http://www.rpi.edu/president/plan/research.html). Without addressing these issues, the 
goals of the Plan cannot be realized, particularly the goal of 250 doctorates annually. 
These imperatives in turn will lead the reader to the specific formal recommendations 
of the Committee. 
 
WE MUST increase the number and the quality of our graduate 
students: 

• By recognizing School-centric degree goals, policies, and practices, while 
upholding common high standards; 

• By increasing the number of Master’s as well as PhD students; 
• By empowering the Graduate Planning Committee to re-evaluate the Graduate 

Tuition Policy with respect to the data in this report; 
• By prioritizing and cultivating the finest international universities from our 

applicant pool for use in targeted recruiting; 
• By targeting new and under-represented international pools of students (e.g., 

Latin America, Africa); 
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• By adding or rebalancing resources specifically for international graduate student 
recruiting; 

• By supporting faculty-based targeted recruiting internationally as well as 
domestically; 

• By increasing efforts to attract more and better US graduate students; 
• By increasing the responsibilities and resources of the Graduate School for 

recruiting and electronic admissions processing. 
 

WE MUST better control and optimize the distribution of graduate 
students: 

• By optimizing student enrollments in already overloaded (by majors or credit 
hours) departments; 

• By incentivizing graduate recruiting in currently less populated departments; 
• By considering differential stipends; 
• By encouraging the formulation of School-centric graduate policies; 
• By fostering increased collaboration between departments, Admissions, and the 

Graduate School to target and balance applicants at all levels; 
• By matching the faculty distribution with the combined UG and graduate student 

distribution, and national needs; 
• By continuing to hire faculty in attractive but overloaded departments; 
• By more effectively promoting the 72 credit-hour minimum. 

 
WE MUST increase our sponsored research: 

• By providing tuition-related incentives for both faculty and students; 
• By re-examining overhead return policies and practices; 
• By broadening our multidisciplinary doctoral offerings and flexibility; 
• By continuing selective recruiting of tenured and tenure-track faculty; 
• By establishing policies and practices that encourage and sustain long term career 

paths for non-tenure-track Research faculty; 
• By permitting Research Faculty to be the sole advisors of doctoral students; 
• By providing institutional support for training and otherwise supporting faculty 

grantsmanship; 
• By creating a campus-wide committee of faculty and administration to explore 

mechanisms to increase sponsored research support. 
 
WE MUST increase underrepresented minorities and women: 

• By establishing additional specialized graduate Fellowships; 
• By establishing a Center for Graduate Education & Training; 
• By targeted recruiting of domestic and international underrepresented minority 

students; 
• By targeted recruiting of international women students. 
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These considerations led to the development of the following nine specific 
recommendations of the Committee. 
 
Recommendation #1: Evaluate the entire electronic graduate application 
and admission process to ensure that it meets with the highest standards of 
knowledge management, web design, and faculty/staff usability.   
 
We specifically recommend that a task force reporting to the offices of the CIO 
and the Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Education be established to carry 
out this analysis and development. (Section 8.1) 
 

Recommendation #2:   
• Establish a Center for Graduate Education & Training to increase the 

skills, and to improve our retention of, all graduate students, especially 
including underrepresented US student populations; 

• commit to 15 fellowships for Hispanic/Black graduate students each year, 
renewable for up to three years; 

• create a one-credit-hour seminar for professional development for all 
graduate students; and 

• expand the AGEP Program.  (Section 8.2) 
 
Recommendation #3:   

• Conduct a rigorous analysis that categorizes top international colleges 
and universities, makes clear their relative quality, and explains the nature 
of the students they graduate, for the purpose of targeted recruitment;  

• formulate a set of strategies for increasing the number of the very best 
international students who come to Rensselaer.  

 
We specifically recommend that a task force reporting to the Dean of 
Graduate Education be established to carry out this analysis and develop 
these strategies. (Section 8.2) 

 
Recommendation #4:  Establish a financial system, inspired by the best 
practices of competitors, that both encourages and sustains the long-term career 
path of Research Professors and Post-Docs. This financial system should enable 
the issuing of financially determinate contract letters in which the time of 
contracted employment can be multi-year.1 (Section 8.3) 
 
Recommendation #5: Enable and encourage the direct and sole supervision 
of doctoral candidates by Research Professors, in order to be competitive with 
our aspirational peers. (Section 8.3) 

                                                
1 We know that in some cases, currently, multi-year contracts are awarded, and therefore point out that we are 
recommending the establishment of a system across the Institute that promotes the career path in question. 
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Recommendation #6:  Highlight Rensselaer’s unique capabilities by 
increasing the availability and visibility of inter- and multidisciplinary PhD 
programs.  Specifically, 

• develop marketing materials that specifically highlight the unique 
opportunities for multidisciplinary PhDs already available at Rensselaer, 
and disseminate these, especially within the US;  

• develop PhD programs that expand interdisciplinary programs now 
available only at the undergraduate and Master’s level (for example, PDI, 
M&M, GSAS, and EEVP) and/or create new programs that highlight 
Rensselaer’s strengths such as interdisciplinary engineering, electronic 
performance and new media, and data-intensive science. (Section 8.4) 

 
Recommendation #7: Form a new committee to evaluate potential 
incentivization mechanisms that allow faculty members to significantly increase 
the number of graduate students supported on external funds. (Section 8.5) 

 
Recommendation #8:  Consider possible School-specific mechanisms to 
accommodate the practice that, in some fields, PhD students aiming at 
employment in academia are best served by remaining as students for longer 
periods in order to assemble a more powerful portfolio for such jobs. (Section 
8.5) 
 
Recommendation #9:  Establish a task force, with appropriate campus-wide 
representation, under the aegis of the Graduate School, to provide 
recommendations for reaching the Rensselaer-Plan level of 250 PhD degrees per 
year.  This task force must explicitly discuss different, perhaps opposing, 
strategies, for making available and allocating/re-allocating both current and 
additional Rensselaer resources in the current campus and national financial 
climates.  (Section 8.6) 
 
This document is organized as follows.  The next section describes the goals and 
guiding principles that led the Committee to develop these specific 
recommendations.  Section 3 describes the peer institutions selected by the 
GEC for strategic benchmarking.  Section 4 through 7 speak to the GEC’s charge 
to review and evaluate Rensselaer’s graduate recruitment and admission policies, 
the application of its policies for graduate student support, its support policies in 
the context of peer institutions, and its position with respect to federal funding 
trends.  Section 8 provides detailed reasoning, data, and context to support the 
nine recommendations.  Section 9 concludes the report. 
 

The GEC feels that in light of the educational and financial climate Rensselaer finds itself 
in (a climate described by the data above and presented below), we must act, decisively, 
as soon as possible. 
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2.0 GEC’s Goal and Guiding Principles  
 
The GEC’s driving goals were to propose recommendations to: 

 
• increase the quality (including diversity) of, and number of students in, 

Rensselaer’s graduate programs;  
• increase the visibility (including media presence) of these programs; and 
• increase the level of Rensselaer’s per-capita research expenditures (especially 

federal research expenditures2) which is directly tied to faculty ability to support 
graduate students. 

 
As stated above, these goals coincide with the goals of the Rensselaer Plan regarding 
graduate students3.  Unfortunately, some of the Plan’s goals are no closer to our grasp 
now than when the Plan was activated.  For example, in May 2000 the Rensselaer Plan 
laid down the laudable goal of 250 PhD degrees awarded per year.  From that point to 
2008, the gain has been only two—while those institutions against which the GEC has 
benchmarked have done much better (see Figure 1).  Thus, it is clear we have significant 
work to do to achieve our strategic goals. 
 
A university’s level of research expenditures is directly connected to its approach to 
graduate education.  For example, US News & World Report explicitly factors a per-capita 
measure of research expenditures into its rankings of graduate engineering programs. 
Figure 2 presents a highlighted version of the 2007 rankings of Schools of Engineering 
from US News & World Report; Figure 3 presents the same rankings for 2008.  
Rensselaer’s ranking jumped from #36 to #32 between 2007 and 2008.  This significant 
move in the right direction is due in large measure to the fact that while the number of 
tenured/tenure-track faculty remained essentially constant, research expenditures 
increased dramatically, to $85.2M from $51.9M.4   Hence, Rensselaer must aggressively 
pursue not only an increase in total research expenditures, but also an increase in per-
capita expenditures5.  As discussed below, we believe that increasing the number of non-
tenure-stream research faculty potentially increases per-capita productivity, a key 
opportunity for Rensselaer. 
 
Figure 4 is the US News 2009 chart. In this figure we see that the School of Engineering 
has improved its ranking and is now tied at 31.  However, research expenditures have 

                                                
2 Due to inconsistencies and variations in reporting non-federal research expenditures, such figures are 
not necessarily tied to actual R&D.  Ultimately, there is no substitute, as a core engine for growth, for 
sheer number of faculty-submitted proposals to federal agencies. 
3
 http://www.rpi.edu/president/plan/research.html 

4 It is important to note that the $85M includes the value of the supplemental facility associated with 
CCNI paid for by NYS (to IBM), as allowed within ASEE and US News guidelines. 
5
 We note that ranking systems that only consider total research expenditures without regard for per-

capita expenditures (e.g., that used by The Center) make little sense.  For example, The Center’s web site  
reports that in fiscal year 2007, Cal Tech’s total research was $285m and U-Florida more than double at 
$593m. However, on a per capita basis Cal Tech is at $998,209 per T&TT faculty while U-Florida drops 
to $189,829 per T&TT faculty. 
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dropped from $85.2M to $71.2M.  Research per faculty has declined from $536K per 
faculty to $434K per faculty. 
 
Another reason for the intimate connection between graduate education and research 
expenditures is related to the radically different “business model” of PhD-level 
education compared to that of Bachelor’s and Master’s programs.  That is, in contrast to 
paying full tuition and receiving little support, PhD students, especially in the sciences 
and engineering, expect their tuition to be paid and to receive a reasonable stipend each 
year.  Ultimately, most of this money needs to come from external grants, especially at 
research universities unable to directly and aggressively tap endowment monies to 
cover the cost of graduate students.  The situation is exacerbated by the recent 
economic downturn and resulting well-reported declines in university endowments, 
including those at historically high-performing places like Harvard.  Most US research 
universities draw upon endowment return for year-to-year operation, including 
Rensselaer. 
 
However, as Rensselaer grows its non-science and –engineering programs, we must be 
aware that the above business model is not fully applicable across all disciplines.  The 
model applies to a lesser degree to fields for which less outside money for graduate 
funding is available, and perhaps also in which professors are not as a rule incentivized to 
seek and obtain outside support.  For example, the National Science Board’s 2008 
Science and Engineering Indicators reports that there is considerable money available for 
R&D in Computer Science, Mathematics, Chemical Engineering, and Sociology (with 
research expenditures for these fields at $1,438M, $530M, and $547M, $400M, in 2006).  
Research expenditures for a number of fields outside of S&E are also reported.  For 
example, expenditures in Education were $817M in 2006, with Management at $248M, 
Humanities at $214M, and Visual/Performing Arts at $46M.  If we restrict attention to 
only federal expenditures, the respective levels are $436M, $53M, $56M, and $4M.6  
Clearly, a field in which there is but $4M in annual research expenditures nationally 
cannot be one to which the business model applies to a high degree; there simply is not 
enough external money available to support a large number of graduate students.  Later, 
we discuss the field-dependent percentages of PhD students supported by outside funds, 
which naturally vary according to these funds’ availability. 
 
The intimate connection between research expenditures and graduate education is 
further reflected by the fact that at some excellent national research universities, the VP 
for Research is responsible for not only facilitating an increase in research expenditures, 
but also for graduate education.  (One example is the VP for Research and Graduate 
Studies office at UVA; another is the same role at Penn State.)  In addition, standard 
operating procedure at institutions with admirable levels of sponsored research 
frequently includes a very close collaboration between the Graduate Dean and the VP 
for Research.  We encourage Rensselaer to explore and increase the interactions 
between Rensselaer's VP for Research (and in general the office thereof) and the office 
of the Dean of Graduate education, especially since these positions have recently been 
filled by candidates with fresh perspectives. 

                                                
6 Table 5.1 in the 2008 Science and Engineering Indicators. 
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Figure 2 – US News 2007 Graduate Engineering Rankings 

 

Figure 3 – US News 2008 Graduate Engineering Rankings 
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Figure 4 – US News 2009 Graduate Engineering Rankings 
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Before proceeding to our analysis and specific recommendations, we propose four 
general guiding principles for the actions Rensselaer must take to improve its graduate 
programs. 
 
2.1 Low-Hanging Fruit 
 
 

Guiding Principle 1: Rensselaer must decisively take all those 
“minor” actions that are obviously helpful in the graduate education and 
research arena. 

 
A university can achieve spectacular success with major, targeted initiatives, but if less 
glamorous low-hanging fruit is ignored, its overall success can be threatened.  For 
example, the arrival of outside money to fund a major new center must be used atop 
the foundation of a first-rate electronic system for recruiting, admitting, and retaining 
first-rate PhD students. 
 
In this document, we refer to some low-hanging fruit, and urge that it immediately be 
picked, but we do not promote these suggested moves to the level of full-fledged 
recommendations, a category we reserve for more substantive, aggressive, and 
innovative moves that we believe will result in a significant improvement in graduate 
education and research.   
 

2.2 Leveraging Uniqueness 
 

Guiding Principle 2: Qualities that make Rensselaer unique ought to 
be particularly considered, with an eye to leveraging such qualities for a 
competitive advantage. 

 
National research universities in the US have much in common.  Generally speaking, the 
challenges that such institutions face are the same; the priorities of such institutions are 
strikingly similar; and the expectations — on the part of society, the federal 
government, students and parents — for what such institutions are to accomplish apply 
across the entire group.  On the other hand, each research university has some unique 
attributes that in principle could confer considerable advantages in the context of its 
graduate programs.  In the remainder of this report, we identify several areas where 
Rensselaer differs from our peers in a positive way, and encourage the promotion and 
leveraging of these particular strengths. 
 
 

2.3 Incentivizing Faculty  
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Guiding Principle 3 Rensselaer must aggressively incentivize its 
faculty to catalyze their reaching unprecedented performance levels.  
New methods are required to achieve the goals of the Rensselaer Plan. 

 
We cannot assume that our research-oriented faculty and staff are inherently more 
brilliant, motivated, and productive on average than those at our competitors. While the 
literature from psychology indicates that successful academic researchers and educators 
are intrinsically motivated, and while the more energetic in this group are especially 
driven by internal reward systems, this applies to the workforce at all first-rate research 
universities.  Therefore, the art of stimulating even greater success consists in no small 
part in providing rational actors with structures and policies that suitably reward 
exceptional innovation and diligence.  Our recommendations reflect a conviction that 
distinctively incentivizing faculty is critical for making Rensselaer significantly better (at 
least in terms of graduate education and research); and moreover, that achieving higher 
levels of incentivization than our competitors is crucial. Summarizing a number of well-
known results in social science, experiments show that a model of mostly positive, but 
sometimes negative, incentivization7 is most effective. 
 

2.4 At-Least-As-Bold Moves 
 

Guiding Principle 4: Rensselaer must be at least as bold as the best of 
its competitors, and must have the leadership to make moves that seem 
radical, but are expected to be unusually effective. 

 
National research universities compete directly against each other.  In general, every 
DARPA grant won by Rensselaer means that some other university lost out, and every 
brilliant incoming PhD student who signs with Rensselaer means one less for MIT or 
some other top school.  It makes little sense to assess Rensselaer’s current state, and its 
recent trends, outside of a sober comparison against its competitors, who are working 
hard to improve their own situation with respect to graduate education and research.  It 
follows that bold new moves are required to gain on our competition.  We must pursue 
externally striking, but internally well-researched, initiatives that make Rensselaer stand 
out compared to currently higher-ranked programs. 
 

                                                
7
 cf. T Groves, Incentives in Teams, Econometrica: Journal of the Econometric Society, 1973. 
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3.0 Institutions for Strategic Benchmarking 
 
The GEC settled on a list of universities for strategic benchmarking that closely 
resembles one assembled by a prior benchmarking initiative led by Wolf von Maltzahn: 
 

• MIT 
• CMU 
• Ga Tech 
• Va Tech 
• Cal Tech 
• Lehigh 
• Case Western 
• Cornell  
• Dartmouth  
• Princeton 
• U of Rochester 
• Rice 
• WPI8 

 
Rensselaer’s IR Head and expert, Jack Mahoney, assembled a master file containing data 
on these universities that is provided as part of this report (Appendix B).  The GEC 
considered this list with an eye toward measurements relative to the charge of assessing 
and improving graduate education.  We also went beyond publicly available data, by 
exploiting anonymous personal connections to get more information about institutions’ 
inner workings. 
 
While Rensselaer is primarily an engineering university, our profile, at least in broad 
terms, is quite similar to institutions regarded for breadth across non-engineering, and 
indeed, non-science, disciplines.  For example, there are some striking parallels between 
Princeton and Rensselaer (e.g., overall size, less emphasis on professional education).  
Notably, Princeton annually grants more PhDs in engineering than in any other discipline 
(or cluster of disciplines).  Our master spreadsheet shows that 26.5% of all doctorates 
awarded at Princeton are in engineering, with the second-most category being physical 
sciences at 16.5%.  
 
On the other hand, it is critical to understand that relative to the benchmarking 
institutions, Rensselaer is unique in ways that make the goals of the Rensselaer Plan 
(e.g., 250 PhD degrees awarded annually) extremely challenging.  For example, Figure 5 
shows that relative to the other institutions, Rensselaer’s ratio of undergraduate 
students to graduate students is singularly high at 3.7.  Only Virginia Tech exceeds 3 in 
the UG-to-GR ratio; the median ratio for the benchmarking institutions is 1.8. 
 

                                                
8 While WPI is in Carnegie’s “Doctoral/Research Universities” category rather than the “Research 
Universities (very high research activity),” category, the GEC felt that WPI is worth observing due to its 
level of ambition and recent progress. 
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A second critical aspect of Rensselaer that puts us in a unique position relative to the 
peers selected for benchmarking is the attrition of our Master’s programs, as 
summarized in Figure 6.  Rensselaer’s awarded Master’s degrees fell by 57% in the 2003-
2008 period, while our peers’ output increased by 1% over the same time.  Both to 
improve research productivity and to increase tuition revenue, Rensselaer must take 
aggressive steps to revitalize its Master’s program to be competitive with our peers and 
to be more responsive to the demand for Master’s in today’s educational climate. 
 
 

 

Figure 5:  Rensselaer has a uniquely large ratio of undergraduate 
students to graduate students. 
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Figure 6:  Master’s Degrees Awarded 03-08 in Context of GEC Peers 
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4.0 Review of Current Rensselaer Practices and 
Policies Guiding Graduate Student Recruitment and 
Admission 
 
The exact wording of the relevant bullet of the GEC charge is as follows. 
 

• A review of the effectiveness of current Rensselaer practices and policies guiding its 
graduate student recruitment and admission, especially at the PhD level, including 
outreach, the application process, admissions criteria, existence of graduate recruitment 
committees, domestic recruitment strategies, and documentation to assure best 
practices and compliance with federal regulations. 

 
We are encouraged that, at long last, the graduate application process is primarily 
electronic for the current academic year (09–10).  It is clear that this system is far from 
perfect, and met resistance at first, but with improvements, as well as better initial 
information-capture in electronic form, the system will improve the speed of 
applications, allowing us to make faster offers to better students, a key to getting the 
best to come to Rensselaer.  We thus recommend that this system be evaluated by 
both developers and end users as soon as possible, and that a spiral of improvements be 
developed to enhance its use in coming years.  (See Recommendation #1.) 
 
We are also encouraged that there is now a plan to establish separate admissions 
processes, strategies, etc. for the PhD compared to the BS/MS level.  We look forward 
to the application of highly successful admissions strategies from the BS level to the MS 
level.  We fully expect a dramatic rise in the number of incoming MS students, under a 
framework that accurately views such students as very similar in mindset and 
orientation to BS students.  However, this framework must keep sight of the fact that 
admissions at the PhD level are very different (see below).  We hope that the move 
toward clearly separating bachelors- and Master’s-level marketing and recruiting will 
help recognize that, on our campus, the MFA, MBA, and MArch are very different than 
the PhD, and that the science and engineering business model mentioned above is not 
highly applicable to this trio.  The move toward recognizing the bachelors/Master’s 
versus doctoral dichotomy should also take account of national field-specific realities, 
e.g., there are exceedingly few PhD students in management across our benchmarking 
set. 
 
We emphasize the inconsistency between the significant decade-long decline in the 
number of Master’s degrees granted by Rensselaer, and the scholarly and financial needs 
for that degree to remain competitive with our peers.  The School of Management and 
the School of Architecture both emphasize the Master’s over the PhD, and the School 
of Engineering has long recognized the Master’s as the first professional degree in the 
field.  Additionally, the Master’s of Science degree remains highly valued, as do Master’s 
degrees in HASS fields such as art and economics.  The new co-terminal program is an 
excellent first step to remedying the problem, but we must also recruit outside our 
undergraduate population.  We must take into account the trend for international 
students to pursue terminal Master’s degrees in their home countries, given the 
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increasing quality of global universities and the reduced expectations of financial support 
in the US. 
 
Regarding the PhD, Rensselaer is only 63% of the way to achieving the goal of 250 PhDs 
granted annually (i.e., double the annual number at the time of the Rensselaer Plan’s 
writing), while our peers have on average exceeded this amount in the same period. The 
goal of 250 remains formidable, but, we believe, achievable.  In light of the current global 
economic crisis and the associated “stimulus” packages to the educationally related 
sector, the perception globally is that the US is the place to go for a PhD.  We must 
take advantage of the increase in foreign student applications (up 4% overall in 2008, 
according to the Council of Graduate Schools) and foreign students’ expectations that it 
is even easier than before to secure support in terms of stipend and tuition for a 
technical PhD. 
 
In recent years, Rensselaer has focused on (and succeeded at) improving the quality and 
quantity of domestic undergraduate applications.   While our graduate students are still 
primarily international (~80%), our quality of domestic doctoral applicants has improved 
considerably over the last five years (as measured by GRE quantitative scores). 
Nevertheless, the domestic applicants’ mean remains more than 50 points lower than 
that of international applicants.  
 
We strongly emphasize that improving the quality of foreign students at the PhD level 
requires fundamentally different approaches than for domestic applicants.  For example, 
job fairs and admitted student days are virtually irrelevant to attracting the high-quality 
international applicants that are and will continue to be the backbone of many research 
enterprises on campus.  In our recommendations, we address not only recruiting and 
marketing at the dedicated PhD level, but also specifically the recruiting of and 
marketing to foreign students of the highest caliber. 
 

5.0 Review of the Application of Rensselaer Policies 
for Graduate Student Support 
 
The relevant bullet from the GEC’s charge reads as follows. 
 

• A review of the application of current Rensselaer policies for supporting its graduate 
students, especially at the PhD level, and compliance with existing Institute policies and 
procedures. 

 
We find that current Rensselaer policies for supporting its graduate students, at all 
degree levels, have been consistently, accurately, and fairly applied.  Moreover, we find 
the administration of support for Rensselaer graduate students has been in full 
compliance with Institute policies and procedures.   
 
Before 2000, there was a very ‘loose’ process in place for supporting graduate students, 
with many department- and school-level variations. The time to degree was long, the 
income from graduate tuition was low, and graduate students were not uniformly 
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treated.  The policies put into place between 2001-2002, including the Graduate Tuition 
Policy (GTP), were clear and well-defined, and had the best interests of the students, 
the faculty, and the successful conduct of research in mind. Operating under these 
guidelines, there has been a reduced time to degree, increased income from graduate 
tuition, and other benefits to graduate students and research programs. 
 

6.0 Comparison of Current Rensselaer Practices and 
Policies Guiding Graduate Student Support with 
Selected Institutions 
 
The relevant portion of our charter to this section reads: 

• A comparison of current Rensselaer practices and policies guiding graduate student support and 
recruitment (esp. at the PhD level) with those of selected, key peer and aspirant institutions, on a 
school-by-school basis in order to 
• identify opportunities and mechanisms for the improvement of Rensselaer's graduate 

programs (including improvement relative to external, comparative rankings of graduate 
programs); and  

• significantly increase outside support for Rensselaer’s graduate students, benchmarking 
against peer and aspirant institutions. 

 
The tables in Appendix B compare Rensselaer against its (GEC-selected) benchmarking 
institutions.  We found that practices and policies guiding the support of graduate 
students at the institutions in our benchmarking list (and indeed beyond this list) are 
dizzyingly heterogeneous.  This finding is consistent with that of larger efforts, such as 
the 2007 Hanover Research Council report “Doctoral Financial Support Packages at 
Leading American Research Universities.”  The Council looked at packages in a number 
of diverse disciplines (business, economics, education, mechanical engineering, English, 
neuroscience, physics), and in the end found simply that publicly available information 
about these packages indicates that they vary greatly, and that more useful “behind-the-
scenes” information about the practical implementation of policies is difficult to obtain.  
Our recommendations are based on several of these findings. 
 
This lack of generalizable support standards means that Rensselaer can customize its 
support policies, guided by the principles set out in Section 2.  Section 8 details several 
particularly bold, effective policies for graduate student support in place at 
benchmarking institutions.  Given our at-least-as-bold Guiding Principle 4, such policies 
play a direct role in our recommendations.   
 
Before concluding this section, we point out that while publicly available, standardized 
data are not available to understand the nuances of support for PhD students at those 
institutions against which we have benchmarked, data of this type is available to allow 
general expectations to be formed, in certain fields.  One such field is computer science; 
the data comes from the very helpful Computing Research Association (CRA).  For 
example, Table 1 presents a detailed picture of what percentage of Computer Science 
graduate students Rensselaer should expect to support via external funds to be 
consistent with its peers (i.e., approximately 50%). 
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Table 1:  Full-Time Computer Science Graduate Student Support by Department Type 

and Rank 
 
Parallel data are difficult to obtain for other S&E fields.  However, we can consider 
general trends in terms of research expenditures broken down by discipline and funding 
agency, as reported in Table 29.  For example, we can see that there may be relatively 
untapped (for Rensselaer) sources of funding for social sciences.  Of course, Rensselaer 
must continue to pursue increasing shares of NIH and DOD funding, in addition to 
traditional NSF sources. 
 

 
Table 2: Federally Financed Academic R&D Expenditures by Discipline and Funding 

Agency 
 

                                                
9 Source: Science and Engineering Indicators 2008, from the National Science Board 
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7.0 Context of Rensselaer’s Practices and Policies; 
Opportunities and Pitfalls 
 
The relevant portion of our charter to this section is: 
 

• Contextualizing Rensselaer's current and near-future practices and policies guiding its 
graduate student support with relevant prominent trends and developments in 
sponsored research and graduate education at the federal (and possibly, as well, state) 
level, with an eye to seizing opportunities and avoiding pitfalls. 

 
At the New York State level, the outlook is sobering.  In May 2007, Governor Spitzer  
assembled a high-profile commission to study higher education in NYS, and make 
recommendations for taking colleges and universities in the Empire State to a new 
level10.  However, financial realities at present suggest that few of its bold 
recommendations for increased emphasis on and support for research and graduate 
education will materialize. 
 
At the federal level, we believe that Congress may not fully appreciate the critical 
connection between research expenditures and graduate education, viewing federal 
R&D funding as solely supporting faculty and corporate researchers, as opposed to 
graduate students. We believe that research universities, including Rensselaer, could do 
a better job of educating federal representatives about the symbiotic relationship 
between federal funding for research and support for PhD students, i.e., that when 
DOD, NSF or NIH funding is cut, national graduate education suffers. 
 
We note that there are promising signs in the new administration with respect to 
increased understanding of the importance of science in policy making.  We also note 
that the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which has just been approved at the 
time of this writing, will make significant new money available in the short term for 
funding science.  Rensselaer should expect to see a short-term bubble in funding, but we 
should be careful to evaluate this in the context of our peers’ performance, and not to 
expect the larger funding rates that we may see in the next 1-3 years to continue long-
term.   
 
Finally, we warn that viewing graduate tuition as an essential driver of long-term revenue 
is dangerous for Rensselaer.  The current policies of capping overhead rates and/or 
graduate tuition funds going into place at NIH and other agencies may be the leading 
edge of a trend.  We suggest that Rensselaer study the possibility of long-term lower 
recovery rates, and explore how this might impact the university, especially in the area 
of graduate student numbers. 

                                                
10
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8.0 Recommendations  
(for Achieving Goals of Rensselaer Plan for Graduate Education and Sponsored Research Volume) 
 
In this case the specific bullet from our charge is expressed as follows: 
 

• Formulating recommendations to achieve the goals of the Rensselaer Plan for graduate 
program development, and to help achieve goals in the closely related area of sponsored 
research volume. 

 
In response, the GEC produced the following series of recommendations, derived from 
the guiding principles discussed in Section 2, the preceding discussion, and analysis of 
data presented in Appendix B beyond what is presented in that discussion. 
 

8.1 Admissions/Recruiting 
 
We begin by discussing Rensselaer’s graduate admissions process.  We applaud that the 
process is now mostly electronic, but respectfully note that more work must be done. 
 
Of all places, Rensselaer should have first-rate knowledge management systems in place 
for graduate admissions—systems that instantly convey to faculty and staff information 
about promising students early in the application process, even if the full application is 
not yet complete, and that allow them to search over content in all the files in an 
application.  For example, a faculty member should be able to tell instantly whether an 
applicant has used certain key words in his/her essay, and should be able to go to these 
words in a click.  Our understanding is that such capability is planned, but that currently 
many documents are still scanned from paper submissions, rather than entered in an 
online form.  In addition, hyperlinking within and between relevant documents should be 
in place, and files must be named and organized consistently.  Our first 
recommendation, born of the desire to grab low-hanging fruit as directed by our first 
guiding principle, is as follows: 
 

Recommendation #1: Evaluate the entire electronic graduate 
application and admission process to ensure that it meets with the 
highest standards of knowledge management, web design, and faculty/staff 
usability.   
 
We specifically recommend that a task force reporting to the offices of the CIO 
and the Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Education be established to carry 
out this analysis and development.  
 

The committee believes that specific improvements to this system, particularly with 
respect to searchability and organization of, and early access to, applications are crucial 
to our goal of admitting the top students, as getting offers to these students before our 
peers is essential for Rensselaer’s growth.  University resources should be made 
available for this initiative as a high priority, since it is an immediate way to improve the 
quality of entering graduate students. 
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8.2 Diversity 
 
We now address the well-known problem of the lack of diversity in graduate education, 
an acute recruiting challenge. 
 
This challenge has been succinctly explained in the document “Diversity & the PhD:  A 
Review of Efforts to Broaden Race & Ethnicity in US Doctoral Education,” produced by 
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation in 2005.  Quoting from this report: 
 

Despite some gains in recent years, by 2003 only 7 percent of all doctoral 
recipients were African American or Hispanic—11 percent, if international 
students are excluded—compared to 32 percent of doctoral-age U.S. citizens 
from those groups. 

 
The diversity problem is severe and broad.  In short, given the current situation, 
without some remarkably effective intervention, it’s difficult to see how the future STEM 
workforce will include proportional representation of under-represented minorities.  
Clearly, no individual research university can solve this national-level problem.  
However, Rensselaer can certainly strive to meet the diversity challenge on its own 
campus, and to thereby make an important contribution to the national problem.  
  
In the spirit of Guiding Principle 2, we consider a unique Rensselaer initiative that 
addresses diversity: The Central New York- Puerto Rico Alliance for Graduate 
Education and the Professoriate (AGEP:CNY-PR).  The objective of this alliance is to 
dramatically increase the number of minority PhDs and to promote their success in 
academia.   
 
Participating institutions in the CNY-PR AGEP include Rensselaer, Syracuse, Cornell, 
Johns Hopkins, the University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez, and Universidad del Turabo 
(also in Puerto Rico).  The Alliance has by many metrics been a success.  For example, 
during 2008, Rensselaer placed an AGEP fellow in an academic position (Dr. Raul B. Cal; 
Assistant Professor at Portland State University), and two new students received their 
PhDs (Dr. Jorge Bailon-Cuba and Dr. Guillermo Araya), while PhDs in the pipeline to 
complete doctoral degrees from Rensselaer during 2008–2009 include six Hispanics, 
four African-American males, and four African-American females. 
 
In order to contribute to solving the “quiet crisis,” caused by the fact that we have so 
few minority PhD students, and so few US citizens seeking PhDs in technical fields, we 
issue the following recommendation. 
 

Recommendation #2:   
• Establish a Center for Graduate Education & Training to increase 

the skills, and to improve our retention of, all graduate students, 
especially including underrepresented US student populations; 
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• commit to 15 fellowships for Hispanic/Black graduate students 
each year, renewable for up to three years; 

• create a one-credit-hour seminar for professional development 
for all graduate students; and 

• expand the AGEP Program. 
 
Next, we turn to the subject of international students.  As discussed earlier, increasingly 
few students raised in the US K–16 educational system are seeking PhDs in technical 
areas at American research universities.  If foreign students stopped coming to our 
country for such PhDs, the academic R&D enterprise would simply collapse.  
Rensselaer, like its peers, shares this reliance on doctoral students coming from outside 
the United States (Figure 7). 
 

 

Figure 7: PhD Applications by Citizenship 

 
The fact that the US relies on a flow of international students seeking the PhD has lately 
led research universities and funding agencies to an intense focus on increasing domestic 
PhD students.  Indeed, there are many benefits to attracting US citizens into our PhD 
programs, including more opportunities for fellowships and research assistantships from 
the US government, and a bright job outlook for such students once they finish. 
 
While we by no means recommend reducing the level of seriousness and energy 
directed at recruiting students out of the US educational system, Rensselaer must face  
the reality that the paucity of US students for technical PhDs will continue to be a large 
problem for many years.  A single university can do little to reverse the foreign 
domination of PhD applicant pools.  International applicants for technical PhDs will for  
the foreseeable future be the lifeblood of our graduate education and R&D enterprise.  
Further, the quality of the top foreign applicants at Rensselaer continues to exceed that 
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of our US applicants, and improving our overall graduate program quality demands 
recruiting the finest students, wherever they are from. Finally, the best domestic 
students are seeking out top-ten programs in the US—and it is exceedingly difficult for 
any research university to place, say, a 50th program into the top 10 any time soon.11  
We must innovatively and aggressively pursue the pool of potential international 
students for the majority of our programs, a new course of action for Rensselaer, and 
an approach uncommon among our competitors.12  Our third recommendation is thus: 
 

Recommendation #3:   
• Conduct a rigorous analysis that categorizes top international 

colleges and universities, makes clear their relative quality, and 
explains the nature of the students they graduate, for the purpose 
of targeted recruitment;  

• formulate a set of strategies for increasing the number of the very 
best international students who come to Rensselaer.  

 
We specifically recommend that a task force reporting to the Dean of Graduate 
Education be established to carry out this analysis and develop these strategies.  

 
We note that faculty-based international recruiting has been proposed by Rensselaer in 
the past as a partial solution to this problem, but a broader and higher-level effort at the 
level of the Office of Graduate Education is required.  We must systematize the pursuit 
of the best international PhD applicants with the same enthusiasm and success with 
which we currently pursue the best domestic BS applicants. 
 

8.3 Research Faculty 
 
The best research universities in the United States could not have reached their levels 
of success without a large group of employees who are focused almost exclusively on 
research, paid in large measure by external sponsors, and generally devoted to teaching 
only at the PhD level.  Such employees have different titles at different universities; at 
Rensselaer, they are called ‘Research Professors.’  The primary functions of such 
employees are to write proposals, carry out research, and advise (either officially or 
unofficially) graduate students.  
 
Rensselaer is not without some of the employees in question.  As our master datafile 
(Appendix B) shows, Rensselaer has 28 employees with faculty status in this category.  
Unfortunately, compared to our benchmarking universities, 28 is an astonishingly low 
number.  For example, Carnegie Mellon, with federal research expenditures at the level 
of over $185 million in FY2006, has 354 faculty in this category.  Concretely, this means 

                                                
11 It took a massive effort, and the alignment of a number of supporting factors, for Ga Tech’s computer 
science program to crack the top ten under the leadership of Richard DeMillo—and this ascension began 
from a position in the second ten, not at anything close to 50th. 
12

 One notable exception is MIT, which has set up international research centers that include the mission 
of recruiting the best local students, undergraduate and graduate, to the university. 
(http://global.mit.edu/international-students.html)  
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that it is virtually impossible for Rensselaer to compete with a school like CMU with 
respect to the number of proposals submitted to research sponsors.  It is even more 
sobering to benchmark against MIT.  MIT is listed in our master datafile as having 902 
T/TT faculty; Rensselaer has 368, a ratio of 2.5:1.  However, looking to the category of 
full-time employees devoted primarily to research Rensselaer weighs in at 177 (this 
number includes post-docs, not just research professors), compared to MIT’s 
astounding 3,797.  Thus, the ratio in the primarily research category is approximately 
21:1.  In short, when MIT and Rensselaer battle for the same funds to support graduate 
students, MIT has almost ten times the number of potential Principal Investigators as 
Rensselaer.  Clearly, our shortage of research faculty significantly hurts us in the battle 
for external funding.  Funding levels are largely a function of number of proposals 
submitted.  For example, Figure 8 (and Table 3) supports the view that Rensselaer’s rise 
in research expenditures from 1999–2007 was anticipated by an increase in the sheer 
number of proposals submitted.13 
 

 
Figure 8: Rensselaer Research Proposals Submitted 

                                                
13 The 2009 total is of December 2008.  A Dashboard query reveals that Rensselaer is at 609 as of May 19 
2009, therefore on track for doubling the 328 noted for end of December by fiscal year end June 30. This 
puts us slightly ahead of last year’s 639 on an annualized basis. 
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Table 3 

 
 
In order to sustain a rise in research expenditures, Rensselaer must sustain a rise in the 
number of total and per-capita successful proposals for external funding.  However, as 
stated in Section 2, it is unreasonable to expect existing faculty to become more 
productive than their peers by a high factor without leveling the playing field.  That is, 
we must sustain a rise in the number of proposals per T/TT faculty member by 
establishing mechanisms, policies, and infrastructure allowing T/TT faculty to submit, via 
and in collaboration with research faculty, more proposals.  It is critical to note that for 
the purposes of US News and World Report, per-capita research expenditures are 
measured on a per-tenure-track-faculty basis.  Thus, research faculty can only increase 
the numerator with no effect on the denominator. 
 
A second reason we cannot compete with the likes of CMU is that our present system 
for hiring and sustaining research professors is financially and bureaucratically 
convoluted.  Though, as noted above, we do have a handful of such faculty, Rensselaer 
critically lacks a support system and culture that encourages a long-term career path for 
research faculty.  Without such a career path, and the clear message that this path is 
valued and nurtured, it will be impossible for Rensselaer to hire research faculty in the 
numbers and manner required to be fully competitive in this regard with our 
benchmarking peers.   In contrast, our current system often sends a highly unwelcoming 
message to candidates for these positions.  Many issues are handled on a case-by-case 
basis, sometimes semester-to-semester, with no long-term fiscal machinery in place.  
This is not the way to recruit, retain, and reap benefits from the research professoriate.  
Universities like CMU have implemented systems that provide financial stability and 
predictability, long-range contracts, and a way to store up money from overhead to fund 
research professors during “dry spells” that last a certain amount of time. 
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We also note that there is a tendency to view research professors as somehow 
secondary and less qualified than the tenure-track professor ranks.  We believe this is a 
carryover from earlier days, when many people in these roles were academic faculty 
members who did not get tenure.  However, when we look at schools such as MIT and 
CMU, we immediately see that this is no longer the case:  many of these professors 
were hired specifically for the research activities they could bring.  Consider people like 
David Clark, a research professor at MIT who is a member of the National Academy, or 
Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World Wide Web, who only recently was made a 
non-research faculty member after more than a decade at MIT.  Similarly, at CMU, the 
Robotics Institute, considered the number-one robotics laboratory in the world, has 
over half of its faculty in research lines, including top roboticists and AI researchers, all 
of whom could easily get a T/TT faculty position at a top school, and currently bring in 
considerable funding.   
 
In examining the processes at MIT and CMU, as well as the other schools in our 
comparison set, we noted one key difference that could immediately help Rensselaer if 
we adopted it.  At our school, there is a great reluctance to make research faculty offers 
that go beyond the term of funding already in place.  Our peers are able to make longer-
term research offers that include a “funds limitation” clause of some sort.  That is, they 
can make a multi-year offer as long as it makes clear that the loss of research funds 
could, with appropriate notice (about 90 days for assistant research scientists, longer for 
higher level positions), cause the early termination of the position.  For active labs, 
especially including constellations and centers, where new funding is expected in the 
future, but not yet in place, such hires make it possible to make longer-term hires and 
to attract better people (who will be reluctant to come for a one- or two-year position 
that must be constantly renewed).   
 
Given the adverse comparisons to research faculty practices at our benchmarking 
institutions, we issue our fourth recommendation: 
 

Recommendation #4:  Establish a financial system, inspired by the best 
practices of competitors, that both encourages and sustains the long-term career 
path of Research Professors and Post-Docs. This financial system should enable 
the issuing of financially determinate contract letters in which the time of 
contracted employment can be multi-year.  

 
Analyzing our benchmarking set, we found it to be unusual to prevent research 
professors from having the sole responsibility to supervise dissertations.  However, this 
is currently the case at Rensselaer, and is likely another factor preventing us from 
attracting a large number of employees in this category.  Research faculty (both tenure 
track and not) are by definition hired to do research, which is inextricably tied to and 
enabled by PhD students.  Indeed, institutions such as Academic Analytics evaluate PhD 
programs based on the faculty eligible to supervise dissertations, to the advantage of 
schools like MIT and CMU with distinguished research faculty.  Thus, we propose our 
next recommendation: 
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Recommendation #5: Enable and encourage the direct and sole supervision 
of doctoral candidates by Research Professors, in order to be competitive with 
our aspirational peers.  

 
 

8.4 Visibility 
 
Our next recommendation, very much in keeping with Guiding Principle 2, is as follows: 
 

Recommendation #6:  Highlight Rensselaer’s unique capabilities by 
increasing the availability and visibility of inter- and multidisciplinary PhD 
programs.  Specifically, 

• develop marketing materials that specifically highlight the unique 
opportunities for multidisciplinary PhDs already available at 
Rensselaer, and disseminate these, especially within the US;  

• develop PhD programs that expand interdisciplinary programs 
now available only at the undergraduate and Master’s level (for 
example, PDI, M&M, GSAS, and EEVP) and/or create new 
programs that highlight Rensselaer’s strengths such as 
interdisciplinary engineering, electronic performance and new 
media, and data-intensive science.  

 
Rensselaer must attract graduate students in an increasingly competitive research 
environment both within the US and abroad.  The committee determined that graduate 
students are highly influenced in their selections by numerical ratings, such as the long-
awaited NAS ratings due out this coming year and those of US News and World Report.  
Unfortunately, these ratings include significant subjective components, and history has 
shown that it is difficult for departments to make significant advances in the ratings 
quickly, especially including breaking into the top ten to twenty schools.15  Further, the 
very best schools, such as MIT in the sciences and Harvard or Yale in the humanities, 
are formidable competition within traditional academic disciplines, and despite the 
improving quality of Rensselaer programs, Rensselaer is rarely able to attract the best 
US students away from these schools.  While Rensselaer should obviously not stop 
efforts to improve the rankings of our programs, it is clear that this is a long-term 
strategy that cannot be relied on to increase the quality of PhD students in the near 
term. 
 
The committee believes that increasing the visibility of Rensselaer, and thus the quality 
of our potential recruits, requires the promotion of our specific strengths, especially 
those that lit outside of traditional academic borders.  Rensselaer already has a number 

                                                

 
15 Virtually every member of the Committee felt there were some schools rated among the best in their 
areas that did not merit such ratings, but the reputation of these schools tends to persist once 
established, preserving their rankings.  We note that Rensselaer must improve its subjective peer and 
recruiter USNWR assessment scores (columns 2 and 3 in Figures 2 and 3) to above 4.0 to reach the top-
20 range in these rankings. 
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of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary programs that are leaders in areas which are 
either not yet rated or where we have unique programs.  Examples include the School 
of Science interdisciplinary degrees (such as biochemistry and biophysics) and the 
multidisciplinary science PhD (including the IT track), the PhD in Electronic Arts, and 
the Electronic Media, Arts and Communication (EMAC) program.  In these areas, 
Rensselaer offers unique programs available at few other schools. In addition, Rensselaer 
is able to exploit new capabilities enabled by recent major initiatives, especially including 
EMPAC, CCNI, BCIS and the constellations.   
 
However, these many innovative programs, most of which could attract the very top 
students in their fields, are poorly advertised with respect to PhD recruiting.  For 
example, many of the Web sites for these innovative programs either do not mention 
PhD offerings, or do not make it easy to find the details.  Several of these programs 
refer interested students to the catalog, yet the catalog does not contain details of the 
requirements of these programs.  Additionally, the recruiting materials for these highly 
distinctive programs are currently primarily aimed at undergraduates rather than 
graduate students.  
 
Thus, the first part of our recommendation in this area is that Rensselaer do a better 
job of promoting the existing programs.  We particularly recommend that materials 
should be developed and disseminated which specifically focus on interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary programs.16  Students who are particularly interested in these cross-
cutting areas would be the target of these materials, and with Rensselaer being one of 
the only schools promoting such programs, we would be likely to attract the world's 
best graduate students in these emerging and cross-cutting areas.17 
 
In the longer term, we also note that Rensselaer has a number of potential programs 
that could attract top PhD students, since we either have unique facilities (such as 
EMPAC and CCNI) or existing programs at the undergraduate and Master’s level that 
could be expanded.  We thus recommend that the university explore and encourage the 
creation of PhD programs that would build on existing programs, such as the Program 
in Design and Innovation (PDI), Minds and Machines (M&M), Games and Simulation 
(GSAS), Environmental Economics, and Values and Policy (EEVP).  We also would 
encourage the marketing of existing PhD programs that relate directly to EMPAC (e.g., 
the PhD in Electronic Arts), and the exploration of new programs that might further 
take advantage of CCNI, EMPAC, and the constellations, as all of these are unique 

                                                
16 For example, a “Create your own PhD at Rensselaer” poster appearing in science departments across 
the US (and abroad) promoting our multidisciplinary science PhD.  Not only could this attract top 
students, but this would also help in our general institutional advancement efforts. 
17

 While most graduate students in traditional fields apply where there are specific faculty members who 
they want to work with, in emerging and interdisciplinary areas, the availability of degrees specifically in a 
student's interest area is also a significant factor.  Further, the top student specializing in, for example, 
real-time control systems, made aware of the existence of a program highlighting interactive arts at 
EMPAC, would see an opportunity not available anywhere other than Rensselaer. 
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capabilities developed at Rensselaer under the Rensselaer Plan, but are not yet being 
significantly exploited at the PhD level.18 
 
 

8.5 Incentivize Faculty to Increase Graduate Student Enrollment 
 
The next recommendation deals with the problem of incentivizing faculty to reach 
higher levels of research activity.  In particular, we surveyed many existing mechanisms  
for incentivizing faculty to increase the number of graduate students supported through 
external funds.  We begin with one that CMU long ago adopted, to that university’s 
great benefit. 
 
Of the institutions in our benchmarking list, CMU has historically been one of the most 
strategic, innovative, and highest performing.  Carnegie Mellon has recently ranked as 
the 22nd best national research university in US News’ 2008 annual ranking.  In 
Engineering graduate programs, in the US News list reproduced earlier, CMU stands at 
an impressive 7 (and is ranked 9 in undergraduate engineering).  Even its graduate 
business program (the MBA) is top-twenty (17).  Finally, CMU’s endowment is strikingly 
similar to that of Rensselaer.  Rensselaer’s endowment (in the “snapshot” our master 
datafile expresses) per FTE student is $127,329 and CMU’s is $119,933. On the other 
hand, our master spreadsheet (within Appendix B) lists the endowment of Dartmouth at 
$3.76B, while ours is recorded as $812M (certainly now much lower).  Likewise, 
Princeton’s endowment is over $9B, and MIT’s over $15B.  Universities with nest eggs 
of this magnitude can perhaps afford to be more conservative than the likes of CMU and 
Rensselaer. 
 
An anonymous long-time administrator at CMU explained that one of the incentivizing 
strategies that has worked wonders (even in the humanities and social sciences) is as 
follows: 
 

The University makes different deals with different schools within it. In xxxx about 80% of 
tuition money goes back to departments. What departments do with it varies a lot. In my 
department there is a big payback to individual researchers for grants, both in released time 
and in summer salary. As a result, the xxxx department at CMU has the largest percentage of 
its faculty with external grants in the nation.19 

 
Other institutions in our benchmarking list use other innovative methods to increase 
support for, and ultimately the number of, graduate students.  However, some of these 

                                                
18 The committee is aware that creating new degree programs that meet the New York State 
requirements can be time-consuming and resource-intensive, but we feel the payoff may be worth it.  In 
addition, programs that expand our existing offers might be able to be created, for example a “data-
intensive science” track that highlights work in CCNI and in the Tetherless World Constellation is being 
created as a track within our existing multidisciplinary science program, obviating the need for creation of 
a new program. 
19 While we trust our sources, we are formally agnostic on this claim.  However, the claim is about 
departments in this particular discipline, obviously. 
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other methods may not be financially feasible for Rensselaer.  For example, here is what 
one of our informants at University of Rochester had to say: 
 

I am only aware of policies with the College of Arts, Sciences, and Engineering. Within this 
division, all graduate students receive a tuition waiver. As a result, when I take a new student 
into my lab, I need to pay this student's stipend off my grant, but I do not need to pay any 
tuition for the student. 
 
To my knowledge, there are two exceptions to this rule. One exception is students who are 
funded via NIH or NSF training grants. These grants automatically come with funds for tuition.   
In this case, the College takes the tuition funds from the training grant but gives a (small) 
portion of these funds back to the department that holds the training grant. 
 
The second exception is students who are enrolled in a Master’s Degree program. The College 
has relatively few such programs, but the students who are enrolled in these programs are not 
provided with a tuition waiver. 

 
From the standpoint of incentivizing faculty, it seems clear that Rochester’s approach is 
inferior to CMU’s. Nonetheless, Rochester’s approach appears to be highly successful, 
as evidenced by its extremely high per-capita research expenditures in Figures 2 and 3.   
 
A third mechanism that has been at least discussed at Rensselaer is providing bonus 
income to faculty from external funds.  A rather mild form of this mechanism has 
recently been implemented by Kent State University, which announced that, if certain 
conditions hold, a percentage of research dollars will be returned to the faculty.20  We 
note that bonuses should not imply that employees must work “overtime” or in 
“overload” mode.  We mention this because Rensselaer has recently re-affirmed a 
commitment to prevent faculty of any type from working in such modes.  We also note 
that especially for senior faculty, incentives can include space, press, access, visibility, etc.  
in addition to usual methods of overhead return and teaching release. 
 
The GEC did not agree upon and recommend a particular mechanism, as we believe this 
issue needs further study.  Rather, our next recommendation is as follows. 
 

Recommendation #7: Form a new committee to evaluate potential 
incentivization mechanisms that allow faculty members to significantly increase 
the number of graduate students supported on external funds.  

 
Rensselaer currently does provide significant internal support for PhD students in the 
form of TAs, IRAs, and fellowships.  However, this support, at least in the manner it is 
currently provided, does not address the key problem of incentivization, since there is 
no relationship between the type and amount of funds internally provided and a faculty 
member’s success at securing external funds for R&D. 
 
While we have not recommended a specific mechanism, we appreciate that many 
incentivization methods could be viewed as a loss of operating revenue for the 

                                                
20 See “If Kent State Beats Goals, Professors Will Profit,” by Kathryn Masterson, in The Chronicle of Higher 
Education (9.5.2008).   
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university.  However, our goal is to increase PhD graduates per year and to increase 
research expenditures.  Therefore, a series of new mechanisms must be evaluated to 
increase proposal submissions with the outcome of increased overall funding and to 
increase our ability to recruit and support the best graduate students from highly 
competitive programs. 
 
We believe in an analogy to the lower tax rates and increased government spending of 
the recent economic stimulus package.  The goal is to prime the pump of faculty 
enthusiasm for increased proposal writing and graduate student advising.  The goal is a 
positive feedback loop of increased incentive to write more proposals than would 
otherwise be submitted, leading to an increase in revenue from overhead on the grants 
that result.  “Stimulus” money received by PIs and departments could be earmarked for 
activities that result in gains for the university:  talks and meetings, trips to meet with 
potential funders, infrastructure for laboratories, support for pos-docs, research 
professors, and so on. 
 
We also observed that Rensselaer’s current model may not reflect the real cost of 
graduate education. The current tuition rates for graduate students are identical to 
undergraduate rates, but the faculty requirements for the education of higher-level 
graduates is very different, particularly for those only taking research credits, having 
finished their formal coursework. For example, if we halved the tuition for graduate 
students yet brought in nearly twice as many,21 what effect would this have on our real 
costs?  It would certainly increase the productivity of our labs over time, and might be 
one means to reach the Rensselaer Plan goal of 250 graduate students graduated per 
year.  We believe that Rensselaer could rapidly increase the total number of graduate 
students by simply adjusting tuition rates to reflect the reality of the differential costs in 
their education vs. that of undergraduates.  We suggest that representatives from the 
Vice President for Finance, Dean of Graduate Studies, and Vice President for Research 
meet to perform a more careful analysis. 
 
Finally, as noted in Section 7, the federal trend is clearly in the direction of limiting the 
costs on graduate students for grants.  As a “straight” revenue generator, graduate 
tuition is thus not a particularly promising avenue to pursue.  This seems to be the ideal 
time to consider bold moves such as using a percentage of graduate tuition to increase 
revenue in innovative ways. 
 
As a prelude to our next recommendation, we note that the best research laboratories 
at our competitors enable senior PhD students to play key roles in these laboratories:  
they mentor more recently arrived PhD students, assist with proposal development, and 
so on.  Of necessity, such senior students routinely take longer than four or five years 
to complete the PhD, because their contributions are in part enabled by their extensive 
experience.  We also note that in several fields, especially outside the engineering 
departments, it is not atypical for students who wish to go into academic, rather than 
industrial, careers to spend an extra one to two years in graduate school to strengthen 
their research and to build up a stronger publication record.  In these cases this is 
                                                
21

 The actual number would be closer to 1.5 times as many, as stipends would still need to be covered. 
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certainly not the hallmark of a weaker student; for example, many of MIT’s top graduates 
prefer to spend more time at the Institute than to take a weaker academic job. 
 

Recommendation #8:  Consider possible School-specific mechanisms 
to accommodate the practice that, in some fields, PhD students aiming at 
employment in academia are best served by remaining as students for 
longer periods in order to assemble a more powerful portfolio for such 
jobs. 

 
 

8.6 Create A Task Force to Aim for the “250 Goal” 
 
From the data presented in this report and the accompanying datafile (Appendix B), it is 
clear that those departments with the highest doctoral productivity at Rensselaer 
understandably have the largest levels of external support (not measured per capita, and 
not corrected for availability of funds).  This external support, along with our internal 
resources, provides stipend and tuition support for graduates—support expected, as we 
have noted, by virtually all graduate students seeking admission to Rensselaer.  In most 
cases, however, these same departments also have the largest number of undergraduate 
students as well (measured by number of majors, not by what might be an equally 
important metric: number of credit hours taught per faculty member).  We take no firm 
stand on whether or not this state of affairs ought to change, and if so, how.  We only 
maintain what should be quite uncontroversial:  it is a situation that should be the target 
of systematic reflection and analysis. 
 
Currently, Rensselaer provides for two years of support on internal monies, and the 
Schools are expected to provide at least two more years of support, the latter 
anticipated to be from external research funding.  This model is generally applied across 
the Institute, yet as our data shows, the campus-wide distribution of doctoral students 
shows a major concentration in two Schools (Engineering and Science), and a further 
concentration in two or three major departments in each of these two Schools.  Even 
beyond these units, certain other departments find themselves with significant outside 
sponsorship, alongside other departments in their School that have little outside support 
(e.g., Cognitive Science). 
 
In looking at this situation, should resources be redirected to departments with fewer 
graduate students, and few prospects for securing outside funds to support graduate 
students?  Or, should additional investment be made in those units with an established 
track record at obtaining outside funding and producing many PhD students?  Or, 
should a third possibility be investigated:  the possibility that the wisest thing to do is 
invest in those areas with the greatest potential for future growth, regardless of their 
current standing?  These are crucial questions, but it is beyond our scope to provide 
answers. 
 
We do note that Rensselaer has recognized that certain areas have fewer opportunities 
for external funding.  For example, Rensselaer established the HASS Fellowships to 
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provide multi-year funding in HASS and Architecture for the last several years.  Is it 
desirable to re-allocate current resources along these lines, but more dramatically?  Or 
is such a move imprudent, a fight against “market forces”?  Once again, answers are 
needed, but we do not provide them at this time. 
 
In light of the crucial importance of such questions for an Institute aiming to literally 
double the number of PhD students it produces per year in a resource-limited 
environment, we make our final recommendation: 
 

Recommendation #9:  Establish a task force, with appropriate 
campus-wide representation, under the aegis of the Graduate School, to 
provide recommendations for reaching the Rensselaer-Plan level of 250 
PhD degrees per year.  This task force must explicitly discuss different, 
perhaps opposing, strategies, for making available and allocating/re-
allocating both current and additional Rensselaer resources in the current 
campus and national financial climates. 

 
 
9.0 Final Remarks 
 
The GEC was not charged to investigate retention and graduate student life.  We 
believe that if our recommendations are followed, we can attain renewed success in 
recruiting and funding top graduate students.  However, if they do not find Rensselaer 
and Troy to be livable, our programs will suffer.  Our sense is that this important issue 
should be analyzed, and recommendations issued, by a new committee established for 
this purpose.  We also discussed the idea of creating a graduate college at Rensselaer, a 
model used by several of our peer schools.  This too was beyond the confines of our 
charter, but the committee felt it might be a possibility to explore as a means to reach 
our ambitious Rensselaer Plan goals in research and graduate education.



Appendix A:  Charge to the Committee 
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT!A!Comments/Observations:
What!is!new!during!the!period?
What!is!the!cause!and!effect?
What!has!been!the!fiscal!impact!of!the!reduction!in!master's!enrollment?
Several!enrollment!areas!decreased!over!the!period!measured.

Undergraduates!represented!48%!of!total!Institute!enrollment!at!the!start!of!the!period!and!are!now!71%.

Doctoral!student!enrollment!increased!by!63!students!(8%)!since!2000,!the!year!the!Rensselaer!Plan!was!written.

While!undergraduate!is!up!over!the!last!four!years,!and!to!a!record!level,!it!has!not!increased!all!that!much!on!a!percentage!
basis!from!2001!(3%).!UG!enrollment!4"year!total!was!20,532!from!2000"03!and!20,555!from!2005"08

Working!Professional!Distance,!Working!Professional!Hartford,!Troy!non"matriculated,!and!Troy!master's!have!all!declined!
markedly!over!the!period!measured.



EXHIBIT!B"1!–!Graduate!Admissions!Application!Trends!
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Comments/Observations!for!Charts!B1!through!B10:!
B1!–! Downward!spiral!began!during!AY2002.!Causality?!
! Graduate!Education!Dean!Tom!Apple!departed!2005;!Les!Gerhardt!took!over!in!2005.!
! Decline!was!reversed;!applications!increased!28%!from!2005!to!2008.!
B2!–! The!increase!in!selectivity!leveled!off!in!2006!and!has!remained!in!the!mid"30%!range!since.!

With!the!exception!of!2007!yield!has!remained!in!the!low!40%!to!upper!30%!range.!
B3!–! Doctoral!applications!increased!21%!since!2005;!master’s!applications!recovered!as!well.!Why!was!

there!a!substantial!decline!in!PhD!applications!from!2002!and!2003!to!2004?!
B4!–! Eight!out!of!every!ten!doctoral!applications!are!from!international!students.!
B5!–! Of!these!80%!international!applications,!three!out!of!every!four!are!from!China!or!India.!
B6!–! Two!out!of!every!three!applications!are!for!the!SoE;!93%!in!either!SoE!or!SoS.!
B7!&!8!While!non"citizen!applicants’!GRE!verbal!scores!are!lower!than!domestic!students’!scores,!their!

quantitative!scores!are!substantially!higher,!on!average!54!points!higher.!Trends!indicate!slight!
improvement!for!domestic!students!but!the!gap!between!the!two!remains!sizable.!

B9!&10!These!two!charts!reveal!the!distribution!of!doctoral!applicants!by!department!and!the!clear!!
! dominance!of!several!departments!in!SoE!and!SoS.!
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EXHIBIT!B"2!
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EXHIBIT!B"3!
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EXHIBIT!B"4!
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EXHIBIT!B"5!
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EXHIBIT!B"6!
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EXHIBIT!B"7!
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EXHIBIT!B"8!
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EXHIBIT!B"9!
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EXHIBIT!B"10!
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EXHIBIT!C1!through!C4!"!Tracking!a!Fixed!Cohort!of!Students
Comments/Observations:

EXHIBIT!C1
402!full"time!Troy!graduate!students!began!at!RPI!in!fall!1998.!At!the!end!of!2007,!352!(88%)!were!awarded!a!degree.

EXHIBIT!C2
130!full"time!Troy!graduate!students!began!at!RPI!as!doctoral in!fall!1998.!At!the!end!of!2007,!66!earned!a!doctorate!degree,!46
earned!a!master's!degree,!and!18!left!the!institution!with!no!degree.!However,!many!of!the!66!doctorate!degree!recipients
were!first!awarded!a!master's!degree,!then!a!doctorate.

EXHIBIT!C3
272!full"time!Troy!graduate!students!began!at!RPI!as!master's in!fall!1998.!At!the!end!of!2007,!240!(88%)!earned!a!degree.

EXHIBIT!C4
272!full"time!Troy!graduate!students!began!at!RPI!as!master's in!fall!1998.!At!the!end!of!2007,!227!earned!a!master's!degree,!13
earned!a!doctorate,!and!32!are!attrition.
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EXHIBIT!C3
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EXHIBIT!C4
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EXHIBIT!D
New!Full"time!Graduate!Student!Trends
Troy!Campus!Only!"!Fall!1998!through!Fall!2008

Fall!Term
Full"time!

Headcount
Fall!1998 402
Fall!1999 456
Fall!2000 472
Fall!2001 394
Fall!2002 279
Fall!2003 351
Fall!2004 310
Fall!2005 303
Fall 2006 317

Master!of!Bus.!
Admin.
50
14%

Master!of!
Engineering

12
3%

Fall!2008!New!Full"time!Graduate!Students
By!Degree!Description

Fall!2006 317
Fall!2007 309
Fall!2008 355

Comments/Observations:
"Enrollment!of!new!graduate!students!has
recovered!from!a!low!of!303!in!2005!to
355!in!2008.

"Of!the!355!new!graduate!students!in
fall!2008,!62%!are!PhD!students.
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EXHIBIT!E1
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EXHIBIT!E2
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EXHIBIT!E3
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EXHIBIT!E4
Rensselaer!PhD!Enrollment!Fall!2008
Headcount!by!Department
Cumulative!

Count Count School Dept_Code Dept_Desc

134 134 E ECSE Elect,!Comp!&!Syst!Enginr

256 122 E MANE Mech,!Aerospace!and!Nucl!!Engr

326 70 S CSCI Computer!Science

393 67 S PHYS Physics

447 54 E CHEG Chemical!Engineering

496 49 S CHEM Chemistry!and!Chemical!Biology

542 46 E MTSE Materials!Science&!Engineering

586 44 S MATH Mathematical!Sciences

617 31 M MGMT Management

646 29 S BIOL Biology

674 28 E CIVL Civil!and!Environmental!Engr

698 24 A ARCH Architecture

721 23 E BMED Biomedical!Engineering

743 22 H LLC Language,!Literature!&!Comm.

764 21 E DSES Decision!Sciences!&!Engr!Syst

784 20 H STS Science!&!Technology!Studies

800 16 E CHBE Chemical!and!Biological!Engr

813 13 H ECON Economics

822 9 H PPCS Philosophy,!Psych!&Cog!Studies

830 8 H COGS Cognitive!Science

838 8 E ENEE Environmental!&!Energy!Enginr

844 6 H ARTS The!Arts

850 6 S ERTH Earth!&!Environmental!Sciences

856 6 S CHBE Chemical!and!Biological!Engr

861 5 S BCBP Biochemistry!&!Biophysics

864 3 E ESCI Engineering!Science

867 3 S ASCI Applied!Sciences

868 1 E EPOW Electric!Power!Engineering
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ESCI 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,563!!!!!!!!!! 100%
ASCI 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,565!!!!!!!!!! 100%
ISCI 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,567!!!!!!!!!! 100%
Grand!Total 1,200!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,367!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,567!!!!!!!!!!!

EXHIBIT!E5

Rensselaer!Troy!Matriculated!Student!Enrollment
Headcount!by!Department!of!Primary!Major!and!Level!"!Fall!2008!term

Level Cumulative Cume!%!of
Department Graduate Undergraduate Total Total Total
MANE 156!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1,207!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,363!!!!!!!!!!! 1,363!!!!!!!!!! 21%
ECSE 170!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 599!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 769!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,132!!!!!!!!!! 32%
MGMT 111!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 358!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 469!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,601!!!!!!!!!! 40%
CSCI 76!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 374!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 450!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,051!!!!!!!!!! 46%
ARCH 61!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 301!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 362!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,413!!!!!!!!!! 52%
CIVL 46!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 316!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 362!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,775!!!!!!!!!! 57%
BMED 35!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 326!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 361!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,136!!!!!!!!!! 63%
CHBE 71!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 228!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 299!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,435!!!!!!!!!! 68%
BIOL !32!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 213!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 245!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,680!!!!!!!!!! 71%
PHYS 67!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 174!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 241!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,921!!!!!!!!!! 75%
ENGR 208!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 208!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,129!!!!!!!!!! 78%
LLC 30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 160!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 190!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,319!!!!!!!!!! 81%
MATH 44!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 130!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 174!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,493!!!!!!!!!! 84%
DSES 26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 117!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,636!!!!!!!!!! 86%
CHEM 57!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 85!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 142!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,778!!!!!!!!!! 88%
MTSE !54!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 86!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 140!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,918!!!!!!!!!! 90%
ITEC 39!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 90!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 129!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,047!!!!!!!!!! 92%
BCBP 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 107!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 112!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,159!!!!!!!!!! 94%
H&SS 65!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 65!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,224!!!!!!!!!! 95%
STS 22!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 40!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 62!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,286!!!!!!!!!! 96%
BIAP 45!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 45!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,331!!!!!!!!!! 96%
ARTS !20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 44!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,375!!!!!!!!!! 97%
COGS 17!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 37!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,412!!!!!!!!!! 98%
ERTH 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 34!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,446!!!!!!!!!! 98%
ALAC 31!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 31!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,477!!!!!!!!!! 99%
EMBA 30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,507!!!!!!!!!! 99%
ECON 13!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 25!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,532!!!!!!!!!! 99%
USCI 23!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 23!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,555!!!!!!!!!! 100%
MDSC 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,559!!!!!!!!!! 100%



The!following!series!of!'F'!exhibits!examines!Rensselaer!student!data!as!compared!to
peer!institutions!determined!by!the!GEC!
EXHIBIT!F1!"!Total!Student!Enrollment!Fall!2007!"!By!Level

UnitID Institution!Name Total!Students Graduate!Students
Undergraduate!

Students
UG"to"GR!

Ratio
194824 Rensselaer 6,566!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1,402!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 5,164!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 3.7
110404 Cal!Tech 2,133!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1,220!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 913!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 0.7
139755 Georgia!Tech 18,742!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,177!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 12,565!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2.0
166683 MIT 10,220!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,048!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,172!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 0.7
168421 WPI 4,158!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1,141!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 3,017!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2.6
182670 Dartmouth 5,849!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1,685!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,164!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2.5
186131 Princeton 7,261!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2,416!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,845!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2.0
190415 Cornell 19,800!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,290!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 13,510!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2.1
195030 Rochester 9,334!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,203!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 5,131!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1.2
201645 Case!Western 9,844!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 5,637!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,207!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 0.7
211440 Carnegie!Mellon 10,326!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,644!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 5,682!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1.2
213543 Lehigh 6,845!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2,089!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 4,756!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2.3
227757 Rice 5,161!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 2,144!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 3,017!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 1.4
233921 Virginia!Poly 29,898!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,857!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 23,041!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3.4
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EXHIBIT!F2!"!Total!Student!Enrollment!Fall!2007!"!By!Level

Comments/Observations:

Our!graduate!enrollment!is!lower!than!any!other!GEC!institution!except!WPI!and!Cal!Tech.

Our!ratio!of!undergraduate!to!graduate!enrollment!is!higher!than!any!other!GEC!peer!at!3.7!
to!1.

On!the!Clustered!Bar!Chart...focus!on!the!blue!bar!and!compare!institutions;!the!red!bar!and!
compare!institutions,!and!then!on!both!together!and!compare!institutions.
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EXHIBIT!F3!"!Bachelor's,!Master's!and!Doctorate!Degrees!Awarded!in!2008
Rensselaer!and!GEC!Peer!Institutions
Degrees!in!Total;!Engineering!Degrees;!Counts!and!Engineering!as!Percent!of!Total!Degrees

Total!Degrees!Awarded!2008

UnitID Institution!Name
Bachelor's!

Degree
Master's!
Degree

Doctor's!
Degree

Grand!Total!
Degree

194824 Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 1,144!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 384!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 158!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,686!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110404 California!Institute!of!Technology 208!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 128!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 185!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 522!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139755 Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 2,582!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,429!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 467!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,478!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
166683 Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 1,217!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,509!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 599!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,325!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
168421 Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 676!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 328!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,022!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
182670 Dartmouth!College 1,084!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 496!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,723!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
186131 Princeton!University 1,137!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 436!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 307!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,880!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
190415 Cornell!University 3,431!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,737!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 479!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,957!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
195030 University!of!Rochester 1,232!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 913!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 279!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,580!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
201645 Case!Western!Reserve!University 793!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 951!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 296!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,492!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
211440 Carnegie!Mellon!University 1,295!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,621!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 258!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,174!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
213543 Lehigh!University 1,092!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 522!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 98!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,712!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
227757 Rice!University 792!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 512!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 186!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,490!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
233921 Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 5,049!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,525!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 341!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7,061!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

GEC!Peer!Institution!Total 21,732!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12,491!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,752!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39,102!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Engineering!Degrees!Awarded!2008

UnitID Institution!Name
Bachelor's!

Degree
Master's!
Degree

Doctor's!
Degree

Grand!Total!
Degree

194824 Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 716!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 156!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 86!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 958!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110404 California!Institute!of!Technology 63!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 65!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 202!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139755 Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 1,458!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 758!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 326!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,542!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
166683 Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 458!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 619!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 270!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,347!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
168421 Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 443!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 181!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 634!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
182670 Dartmouth!College 56!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 103!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 171!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
186131 Princeton!University 190!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 97!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 365!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
190415 Cornell!University 636!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 427!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 86!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,149!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
195030 University!of!Rochester 112!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 220!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
201645 Case!Western!Reserve!University 221!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 99!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 374!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
211440 Carnegie!Mellon!University 362!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 382!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 111!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 855!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
213543 Lehigh!University 281!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 102!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 432!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
227757 Rice!University 147!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 58!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 248!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
233921 Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 1,045!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 313!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 129!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,487!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

GEC!Peer!Institution!Total 6,188!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,434!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,361!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10,984!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



195030
GEC!Peer!Institution!Average 28% 27% 36% 28%

RPI!Difference!from!GEC!Peer!Norm 34% 13% 18% 29%

Engineering!as!Percent!of!Total!"!Sorted!Descending!by!Percent!Total!B,M,D

UnitID Institution!Name

Engineering!as!
Percent!all!
Bachelor's

Engineering!as!
Percent!all!
Master's

Engineering!as!
Percent!all!
Doctorate's

Engineering!as!
Percent!all!

B,M,D
168421 Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 66% 55% 56% 62%
194824 Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 63% 41% 54% 57%
139755 Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 56% 53% 70% 57%
166683 Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 38% 41% 45% 41%
110404 California!Institute!of!Technology 30% 57% 35% 39%
211440 Carnegie!Mellon!University 28% 24% 43% 27%
213543 Lehigh!University 26% 20% 50% 25%
233921 Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 21% 21% 38% 21%
186131 Princeton!University 17% 22% 25% 19%
190415 Cornell!University 19% 25% 18% 19%
227757 Rice!University 19% 8% 31% 17%
201645 Case!Western!Reserve!University 28% 10% 18% 15%
182670 Dartmouth!College 5% 21% 15% 10%

University!of!Rochester 9% 9% 10% 9%

Comments/Observations:

In!terms!of!doctorate!degrees!awarded!in!enginering,!there!are!four!GEC!institutions!that!
awarded!more!degrees!in!2008!than!RPI;!2!are!public!and!2!are!private.

The!peer!average!for!engineering!doctorates!as!a!percent!of!all!doctorate!degrees!awarded!



EXHIBIT!F4!"!Master's!Degrees!Awarded!2003"2008
Rensselaer!and!GEC!Peer!Institutions

Unit!Id Institution!Name 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Change!
03"08

182670 Dartmouth!College 379!!!!!!! 417!!!!!!! 423!!!!!!! 440!!!!!!! 441!!!!!!! 496!!!!!!! 30.9%
211440 Carnegie!Mellon!University 1,338!!!! 1,417!!!! 1,535!!!! 1,650!!!! 1,499!!!! 1,621!!!! 21.2%
227757 Rice!University 434!!!!!!! 580!!!!!!! 530!!!!!!! 486!!!!!!! 487!!!!!!! 512!!!!!!! 18.0%
110404 California!Institute!of!Technology 112!!!!!!! 156!!!!!!! 122!!!!!!! 120!!!!!!! 108!!!!!!! 128!!!!!!! 14.3%
213543 Lehigh!University 459!!!!!!! 496!!!!!!! 378!!!!!!! 544!!!!!!! 529!!!!!!! 522!!!!!!! 13.7%
190415 Cornell!University 1,544!!!! 1,652!!!! 1,544!!!! 1,584!!!! 1,701!!!! 1,737!!!! 12.5%
195030 University!of!Rochester 828!!!!!!! 850!!!!!!! 835!!!!!!! 835!!!!!!! 793!!!!!!! 913!!!!!!! 10.3%
168421 Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 309!!!!!!! 293!!!!!!! 252!!!!!!! 267!!!!!!! 310!!!!!!! 328!!!!!!! 6.1%
139755 Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 1,366!!!! 1,393!!!! 1,400!!!! 1,280!!!! 1,300!!!! 1,429!!!! 4.6%
233921 Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 1,472!!!! 1,444!!!! 1,452!!!! 1,456!!!! 1,367!!!! 1,525!!!! 3.6%
186131 Princeton!University 435!!!!!!! 401!!!!!!! 407!!!!!!! 373!!!!!!! 384!!!!!!! 436!!!!!!! 0.2%
166683 Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 1,537!!!! 1,640!!!! 1,557!!!! 1,467!!!! 1,441!!!! 1,509!!!! "1.8%
201645 Case!Western!Reserve!University 1,236!!!! 1,091!!!! 1,069!!!! 1,005!!!! 973!!!!!!! 951!!!!!!! "23.1%
194824 Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 890!!!!!!! 648!!!!!!! 510!!!!!!! 449!!!!!!! 358!!!!!!! 384!!!!!!! "56.9%

Total!for!GEC!Institutions 12,339!! 12,478!! 12,014!! 11,956!! 11,691!! 12,491!! 1.2%
Average!for!All!GEC!Institutions 881!!!!!!! 891!!!!!!! 858!!!!!!! 854!!!!!!! 835!!!!!!! 892!!!!!!! 1.2%

Comments/Observations:
GEC!peers!increased!master's!degrees!awarded!between!2003"08!by!1%.
Rensselaer's!master's!degrees!awarded!fell!by!57%!during!the!time!period.
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EXHIBIT!F5!"!Doctorate!Degrees!Awarded!2003!through!2008
Rensselaer!and!GEC!Peer!Institutions

Unit!Id Institution!Name 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Change!
03"08

139755 Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 225!!!!!! ! 311!!!!!! ! 355!!!!!! ! 400!!!!!! ! 459!!!!!! ! 467!!!!!! ! 107.6%
227757 Rice!University 106!!!!!! ! 126!!!!!! ! 137!!!!!! ! 147!!!!!! ! 143!!!!!! ! 186!!!!!! ! 75.5%
201645 Case!Western!Reserve!University 179!!!!!! ! 203!!!!!! ! 201!!!!!! ! 243!!!!!! ! 232!!!!!! ! 296!!!!!! ! 65.4%
211440 Carnegie!Mellon!University 164!!!!!! ! 195!!!!!! ! 207!!!!!! ! 245!!!!!! ! 205!!!!!! ! 258!!!!!! ! 57.3%
195030 University!of!Rochester 190!!!!!! ! 209!!!!!! ! 219!!!!!! ! 200!!!!!! ! 239!!!!!! ! 279!!!!!! ! 46.8%
166683 Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 440!!!!!! ! 467!!!!!! ! 581!!!!!! ! 602!!!!!! ! 601!!!!!! ! 599!!!!!! ! 36.1%
110404 California!Institute!of!Technology 137!!!!!! ! 166!!!!!! ! 187!!!!!! ! 177!!!!!! ! 206!!!!!! ! 185!!!!!! ! 35.0%
233921 Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 272!!!!!! ! 290!!!!!! ! 329!!!!!! ! 366!!!!!! ! 356!!!!!! ! 341!!!!!! ! 25.4%
182670 Dartmouth!College 67!!!!!!!! ! 55!!!!!!!! ! 70!!!!!!!! ! 60!!!!!!!! ! 73!!!!!!!! ! 81!!!!!!!! ! 20.9%
186131 Princeton!University 260!!!!!! ! 276!!!!!! ! 273!!!!!! ! 288!!!!!! ! 332!!!!!! ! 307!!!!!! ! 18.1%
190415 Cornell!University 411!!!!!! ! 412!!!!!! ! 452!!!!!! ! 476!!!!!! ! 485!!!!!! ! 479!!!!!! ! 16.5%
194824 Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 136!!!!!! ! 156!!!!!! ! 134!!!!!! ! 146!!!!!! ! 163!!!!!! ! 158!!!!!! ! 16.2%
168421 Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 17!!!!!!!! ! 17!!!!!!!! ! 22!!!!!!!! ! 30!!!!!!!! ! 27!!!!!!!! ! 18!!!!!!!! ! 5.9%
213543 Lehigh!University 95!!!!!!!! ! 77!!!!!!!! ! 75!!!!!!!! ! 75!!!!!!!! ! 85!!!!!!!! ! 98!!!!!!!! ! 3.2%

Total!for!GEC!Institutions 2,699!!! 2,960!!! 3,242!!! 3,455!!! 3,606!!! 3,752!!! 39.0%
Average!for!All!GEC!Institutions 193!!!!!! ! 211!!!!!! ! 232!!!!!! ! 247!!!!!! ! 258!!!!!! ! 268!!!!!! ! 39.0%

Comments/Observations:
Rensselaer!increased!the!number!of!PhD!degrees!awarded!between!03!and!08!by!16%.
GEC!peers!increased!the!number!of!PhD!degrees!awarded!by!39%!between!03!and!08.
In!the!five"year!period!starting!2004!Rensselaer!has!increased!degrees!awarded!by!2.
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Language Literature & Comm 390 824

Sub!total 2,402,368 3.4%

School"of"Science

Sub!total 19,301,596 26.9%

Unallocated Unallocated 2,632,757 3.7%

Total"Research 71,637,793 100.0%

EXHIBIT"G"!"Total"Research"Expenditures"!"Fiscal"Year"2008
By"School"and"Department

Expenditures Percent"of"Total
Information"Technology Information!Technology 86,772 0.1%

Lally"School"of"Mgt"&"Tech Management 359,987 0.5%

School"of"Architecture Architecture 3,398,133 4.7%

School"of"Engineering Biomedical!Engineering 5,522,773
Chemical!and!Biological!Engr 4,804,640
Civil!and!Environmental!Engr 2,888,426
Decision!Sciences!&!Engr!Syst 1,255,177
Elect,!Comp!&!Syst!Enginr 11,208,884
Materials!Science&!Engineering 7,423,973
Mech,!Aerospace!and!Nucl!!Engr 10,352,307
Sub!total 43,456,180 60.7%

Humanities"Arts"&"Soc"Sci Cognitive!Science 1,772,772
Language Literature & Comm,! ! ! . 390 824,
Science!&!Technology!Studies 178,961
The!Arts 59,811

Biology 3,117,230
Chemistry!and!Chemical!Biology 3,655,197
Computer!Science 3,136,320
Earth!&!Environmental!Sciences 1,000,819
Mathematical!Sciences 2,567,178
Physics 5,824,851

Source/Notes:
1!"!These!data!were!generated!using!queries!against!the!RPI!Data!Warehouse.!Data!include!Cost!Share,!and
the!following!sources:!federal,!corporate,!state!and!other!funding!sources.!Data!do!not!include!CCNI,!for!
example,!and!other!data!that!are!counted!in!US!News!data.!Under!US!News!rules!we!can!include!the!value
of!equipment!associated!with!CCNI!paid!for!by!NYS!(to!IBM)!that!was!on!campus.!These!data,!therefore,!
will!not!match!data!reported!to!US!News.



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source Rensselaer Cal!!Tech Carnegie!Mellon Case!Western Cornell

Descriptive!Information
Unit!ID IPEDS 194824 110404 211440 201645 190415
City IPEDS Troy Pasadena Pittsburgh Cleveland Ithaca
State IPEDS NY CA PA OH NY
Level IPEDS 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above
Control IPEDS Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit

Carnegie!Classifications!(5!plus!Basic)

Undergraduate!Program Carnegie!web!site

Professions!plus!arts!&!
sciences,!high!graduate!

coexistence

Arts!&!sciences!plus!
professions,!high!

graduate!coexistence

Balanced!arts!&!
sciences/professions,!

high!graduate!
coexistence

Balanced!arts!&!
sciences/professions,!

high!graduate!
coexistence

Balanced!arts!&!
sciences/professions,!

high!graduate!
coexistence

Graduate!Program Carnegie!web!site
Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Doctoral,!STEM!
dominant

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Comprehensive!doctoral!
with!medical/veterinary

Comprehensive!doctoral!
with!medical/veterinary

Majority Majority
Enrollment!Profile Carnegie!web!site High!undergraduate

Majority!
graduate/professional Majority!undergraduate

Majority!
graduate/professional Majority!undergraduate

Undergraduate!Profile Carnegie!web!site

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Size!&!Setting Carnegie!web!site
Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Small!four"year,!highly!
residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Large!four"year,!
primarily!residential

Basic!Classification Carnegie!web!site

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

AAU!member!institution!&!year!admitted AAU!web!site No Yes"1934 Yes"1982 Yes"1969 Yes"1900



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Descriptive!Information
Unit!ID IPEDS
City IPEDS
State IPEDS
Level IPEDS
Control IPEDS

Carnegie!Classifications!(5!plus!Basic)

Undergraduate!Program Carnegie!web!site

Graduate!Program Carnegie!web!site

Dartmouth Georgia!Tech Lehigh MIT Princeton

182670 139755 213543 166683 186131
Hanover Atlanta Bethlehem Cambridge Princeton

NH GA PA MA NJ
4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above

Private!not"for"profit Public Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit

Arts!&!sciences!focus,!
some!graduate!

coexistence

Professions!plus!arts!&!
sciences,!high!graduate!

coexistence

Balanced!arts!&!
sciences/professions,!

high!graduate!
coexistence

Balanced!arts!&!
sciences/professions,!

high!graduate!
coexistence

Arts!&!sciences!plus!
professions,!high!

graduate!coexistence

Doctoral,!STEM!
dominant

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Majority
Enrollment!Profile Carnegie!web!site

Undergraduate!Profile Carnegie!web!site

Size!&!Setting Carnegie!web!site

Basic!Classification Carnegie!web!site

AAU!member!institution!&!year!admitted AAU!web!site

Majority!undergraduate Majority!undergraduate High!undergraduate
Majority!

graduate/professional Majority!undergraduate
Full"time!four"year,!

more!selective,!lower!
transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in
Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Large!four"year,!highly!
residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Large!four"year,!highly!
residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)
Research!Universities!

(high!research!activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

No No No Yes"1934 Yes"1900



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Descriptive!Information
Unit!ID IPEDS
City IPEDS
State IPEDS
Level IPEDS
Control IPEDS

Carnegie!Classifications!(5!plus!Basic)

Undergraduate!Program Carnegie!web!site

Graduate!Program Carnegie!web!site

Rice Univ!of!Rochester Virginia!Tech WPI

227757 195030 233921 168421
Houston Rochester Blacksburg Worcester

TX NY VA MA
4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above 4"year!or!above

Private!not"for"profit Private!not"for"profit Public Private!not"for"profit

Arts!&!sciences!plus!
professions,!high!

graduate!coexistence

Arts!&!sciences!focus,!
high!graduate!
coexistence

Professions!plus!arts!&!
sciences,!high!graduate!

coexistence

Professions!plus!arts!&!
sciences,!high!graduate!

coexistence

Comprehensive!doctoral!
(no!medical/veterinary)

Comprehensive!doctoral!
with!medical/veterinary

Doctoral,!STEM!
dominant

Doctoral,!STEM!
dominant

Enrollment!Profile Carnegie!web!site

Undergraduate!Profile Carnegie!web!site

Size!&!Setting Carnegie!web!site

Basic!Classification Carnegie!web!site

AAU!member!institution!&!year!admitted AAU!web!site

Majority!undergraduate Majority!undergraduate High!undergraduate High!undergraduate
Full"time!four"year,!

more!selective,!lower!
transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in

Full"time!four"year,!
more!selective,!lower!

transfer"in
Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Large!four"year,!
primarily!residential

Medium!four"year,!
highly!residential

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)

Research!Universities!
(very!high!research!

activity)
Doctoral/Research!

Universities

Yes"1985 Yes"1941 No No



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source Rensselaer Cal!!Tech Carnegie!Mellon Case!Western Cornell
Research!Volume/Measures
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF 39,034 212,216 142,174 182,332 395,552
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF 40,762 222,666 137,980 193,057 410,393
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF 45,010 215,085 144,882 198,253 443,828
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF 45,955 220,004 188,191 219,042 496,123
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF 50,777 240,664 186,351 250,674 554,760
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF 56,907 261,098 205,149 231,800 575,554
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF 65,571 265,364 200,297 323,618 606,804
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 70,576 270,269 212,506 369,264 648,802
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF 77,238 285,488 197,143 372,374 641,936
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived 97.9% 34.5% 38.7% 104.2% 62.3%

Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF 22,803 195,303 90,408 140,178 234,792
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF 25,555 196,877 91,191 150,586 229,872
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF 25,894 193,554 97,463 158,852 240,466
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF 26,490 199,944 137,967 181,888 270,578
Federal Expenditures R&D ($000) FY2003 NSF 32 295 219 097 157 583 205 452 320 868Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF 32,295 219,097 157,583 205,452 320,868
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF 36,651 244,187 172,858 195,525 339,107
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF 42,338 249,371 173,902 212,485 365,694
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 44,690 248,591 185,389 306,980 390,043
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF 48,924 253,657 168,486 304,742 367,094
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived 114.6% 29.9% 86.4% 117.4% 56.3%
Federal!as!%!of!total!research!FY07 Derived 63.3% 88.9% 85.5% 81.8% 57.2%

State!&!Local!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 6,715 1,809 4,130 16,148 64,411
Industry!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 6,560 7,981 12,025 6,277 20,369
Institutional!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 9,711 4,150 4,824 19,050 128,118
All!other!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF 2,900 7,738 6,138 20,809 45,861



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source
Research!Volume/Measures
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived

Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF
Federal Expenditures R&D ($000) FY2003 NSF

Dartmouth Georgia!Tech Lehigh MIT Princeton

69,522 263,725 27,902 420,306 124,237
78,874 304,511 25,506 426,299 134,875

109,096 306,533 29,058 435,495 149,411
126,839 340,347 22,687 446,786 164,408
155,795 364,190 29,211 485,764 179,951
173,266 410,799 32,048 543,448 188,373
179,094 425,386 36,709 580,742 202,380
200,277 440,898 33,469 600,748 188,165
192,846 472,591 36,537 614,532 188,732
177.4% 79.2% 30.9% 46.2% 51.9%

46,741 112,861 13,161 308,921 72,974
56,369 126,164 12,726 306,668 74,681
69,844 143,836 13,961 304,319 78,620
87,255 165,680 13,519 330,409 97,724

106 034 203 582 16 215 356 206 104 011Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived
Federal!as!%!of!total!research!FY07 Derived

State!&!Local!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Industry!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Institutional!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
All!other!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF

106,034 203,582 16,215 356,206 104,011
123,109 237,483 19,400 427,552 111,435
122,329 245,130 21,061 457,235 120,042
140,430 257,751 18,248 476,362 117,845
128,164 260,230 22,116 476,318 119,171
174.2% 130.6% 68.0% 54.2% 63.3%
66.5% 55.1% 60.5% 77.5% 63.1%

4,593 12,323 9,429 681 1,280
4,543 37,279 1,961 75,790 6,200

37,092 128,676 3,413 10,576 51,659
13,619 4,869 418 37,339 11,181



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source
Research!Volume/Measures
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Total!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived

Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY1999 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2000 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2001 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2002 NSF
Federal Expenditures R&D ($000) FY2003 NSF

Rice Univ!of!Rochester Virginia!Tech WPI

41,069 177,126 169,250 9,618
41,840 197,335 192,672 10,315
42,675 234,261 216,323 9,348
48,169 261,601 232,560 10,493
52,367 285,768 247,807 12,357
60,872 312,303 268,752 14,045
63,102 345,337 289,994 14,679
66,564 366,658 321,722 14,483
69,772 373,247 366,960 13,409
69.9% 110.7% 116.8% 39.4%

35,012 132,852 75,386 4,292
35,144 150,593 71,127 4,219
35,682 166,945 77,384 4,506
39,739 195,298 82,976 5,013
43 706 208 148 98 143 5 966Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2003 NSF

Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2004 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2005 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Federal!Expenditures!"!R&D!($000)!FY2007 NSF
%!growth!FY99!through!FY07 Derived
Federal!as!%!of!total!research!FY07 Derived

State!&!Local!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Industry!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
Institutional!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF
All!other!R&D!($000)!FY2006 NSF

43,706 208,148 98,143 5,966
51,157 231,193 95,669 8,489
54,735 257,497 109,842 9,424
53,880 278,399 119,994 10,193
54,301 280,132 128,796 9,545
55.1% 110.9% 70.8% 122.4%
77.8% 75.1% 35.1% 71.2%

1,468 10,596 93,316
1,468 29,433 15,911
4,070 32,492 76,918
5,678 15,738 15,583



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source Rensselaer Cal!!Tech Carnegie!Mellon Case!Western Cornell
Faculty/Employees*
Full!time"employees"(fall"2005) IPEDS 1,746 2,967 4,032 2,685 9,746
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS 428 370 1,238 646 1,807
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS 24.5% 12.5% 30.7% 24.1% 18.5%
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT IPEDS 349 276 622 509 1,448
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT"!"as IPEDS
""a"percent"of"those"W/faculty"status IPEDS 81.5% 74.6% 50.2% 78.8% 80.1%
FT"emp"primarily"instruction IPEDS 400 20 828 0 1,447
FT"emp"combined"instr,"research,"pub"svc IPEDS 0 291 0 646 331
FT"emp"primarily"research IPEDS 177 573 354 0 377
FT"emp"primarily"research"W/fac"stat IPEDS 28 57 354 0 0
FT"emp"primarily"public"service IPEDS 0 0 0 0 245

Part!time"emp"!"graduate"assistants IPEDS 762 441 1,914 621 2,721

*1!Employee"data"excludes"medical"schools
2 RPI excl Hartford; report IPEDS separate""2!RPI"excl"Hartford;"report"IPEDS"separate
""3!'Primarily"Research'"incl"post!docs,"lab
"""""assistants,"etc.

Endowment!($!per!FTE!and!rank!for!privates!only)
Endowment"!"($000)"FY2007 NACUBO 812,996 1,860,052 1,115,740 1,841,234 5,424,733
Endowment"!"per"FTE"student NACUBO 127,329 891,684 119,933 215,551 276,222
Endowment"!"rank"per"FTE"student NACUBO 124 20 135 86 72

Rankings
Business"Week"UG Business"Week 26 22 41 4
US"News"Rank"!"Best"Colleges"(UG) US"News 41 6 22 41 14
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Business/MBA US"News 17 14
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Engineering US"News 32 6 7 49 9



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source
Faculty/Employees*
Full!time"employees"(fall"2005) IPEDS
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT IPEDS
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT"!"as IPEDS
""a"percent"of"those"W/faculty"status IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"instruction IPEDS
FT"emp"combined"instr,"research,"pub"svc IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"research IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"research"W/fac"stat IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"public"service IPEDS

Part!time"emp"!"graduate"assistants IPEDS

*1!Employee"data"excludes"medical"schools
2 RPI excl Hartford; report IPEDS separate

Dartmouth Georgia!Tech Lehigh MIT Princeton

2,733 5,094 1,575 9,330 4,489
517 997 444 1,122 815

18.9% 19.6% 28.2% 12.0% 18.2%
422 827 413 902 702

81.6% 82.9% 93.0% 80.4% 86.1%
0 0 434 179 0

493 882 0 943 807
24 0 77 3,797 456
24 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

521 3,515 573 3,105 717

""2!RPI"excl"Hartford;"report"IPEDS"separate
""3!'Primarily"Research'"incl"post!docs,"lab
"""""assistants,"etc.

Endowment!($!per!FTE!and!rank!for!privates!only)
Endowment"!"($000)"FY2007 NACUBO
Endowment"!"per"FTE"student NACUBO
Endowment"!"rank"per"FTE"student NACUBO

Rankings
Business"Week"UG Business"Week
US"News"Rank"!"Best"Colleges"(UG) US"News
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Business/MBA US"News
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Engineering US"News

3,760,234 1,281,162 1,085,639 9,980,410 15,787,200
664,705 !! 176,383 973,699 2,228,257

26 !! 99 15 3

55 25 9
11 35 35 4 2
7 29 4

4 42 1 18



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source
Faculty/Employees*
Full!time"employees"(fall"2005) IPEDS
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status IPEDS
#"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT IPEDS
%"!"FT"emloyees"W/faculty"status"T&TT"!"as IPEDS
""a"percent"of"those"W/faculty"status IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"instruction IPEDS
FT"emp"combined"instr,"research,"pub"svc IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"research IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"research"W/fac"stat IPEDS
FT"emp"primarily"public"service IPEDS

Part!time"emp"!"graduate"assistants IPEDS

*1!Employee"data"excludes"medical"schools
2 RPI excl Hartford; report IPEDS separate

Rice Univ!of!Rochester Virginia!Tech WPI

2,204 3,631 6,457 694
578 554 2,861 238

26.2% 15.3% 44.3% 34.3%
475 460 1,396 207

82.2% 83.0% 48.8% 87.0%
0 17 1,304 238

567 535 0 0
174 140 675 0

2 2 675 0
0 0 72 0

0 846 2,565 210

""2!RPI"excl"Hartford;"report"IPEDS"separate
""3!'Primarily"Research'"incl"post!docs,"lab
"""""assistants,"etc.

Endowment!($!per!FTE!and!rank!for!privates!only)
Endowment"!"($000)"FY2007 NACUBO
Endowment"!"per"FTE"student NACUBO
Endowment"!"rank"per"FTE"student NACUBO

Rankings
Business"Week"UG Business"Week
US"News"Rank"!"Best"Colleges"(UG) US"News
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Business/MBA US"News
US"News"Rank"!"Graduate"Engineering US"News

4,669,544 1,726,318 524,731 404,745
946,785 219,522 !! 114,496

16 84 !! 140

17 35 71 71
40 25
35 32 28



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source Rensselaer Cal!!Tech Carnegie!Mellon Case!Western Cornell

Trends!in!doctorates!awarded
2002 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!115! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!139! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!176! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!175! !221??!
2003 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!136! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!137! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!164! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!179! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!411!
2004 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!156! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!166! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!195! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!203! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!412!
2005 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!134! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!187! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!207! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!201! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!452!
2006 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!146! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!177! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!245! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!243! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!476!
2007 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!163! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!206! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!205! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!232! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!485!
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived 41.7% 48.2% 16.5% 32.6% 18.0%

Trends!in!master's!degrees!awarded
2002 IPEDS 797+487=1284! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!126! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,141! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,289! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,211!
2003 IPEDS 890+517=1407! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!112! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,338! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,236! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,544!
2004 IPEDS 648+452=1100! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!156! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,417! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,091! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,652!
2005 IPEDS 510+324=834! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!122! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,535! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,069! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,544!
2006 IPEDS 449+291=740! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!120! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,650! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,005! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,584!
2007 IPEDS 358+245=603 108 1 499 973 1 7012007 IPEDS 358+245=603! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,499! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!973! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,701!
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived "55%!/!"50%!/!"53% "14.3% 31.4% "24.5% 40.5%
*RPI!M!degrees=Troy&Distance!+!Hartford

Trends!in!total!institutional!enrollment
Fall!2001 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,084! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,058! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,588! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,216! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,438!
Fall!2002 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,670! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,120! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,501! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,097! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,566!
Fall!2003 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,236! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,172! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,756! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,186! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,620!
Fall!2004 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,696! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,171! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,803! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,095! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,518!
Fall!2005 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,514! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,169! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,017! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,615! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,642!
Fall!2006 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,680! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,086! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,999! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,592! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,639!
Fall!2007 IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,566! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,133! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,326! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,844! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,800!
Percent!change!2001"2007* Derived "18.8% 3.6% 20.2% 6.8% 59.2%

*Cornell's!rate!is!from!2003.!Cornell!began!reporting!endowed!
colleges!and!statutory!together!in!2003.!RPI!data!exc!Hartford!
reports!IPEDS!separately.



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Trends!in!doctorates!awarded
2002 IPEDS
2003 IPEDS
2004 IPEDS
2005 IPEDS
2006 IPEDS
2007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived

Trends!in!master's!degrees!awarded
2002 IPEDS
2003 IPEDS
2004 IPEDS
2005 IPEDS
2006 IPEDS
2007 IPEDS

Dartmouth Georgia!Tech Lehigh MIT Princeton

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!40! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!257! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!81! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!501! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!230!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!67! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!225! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!95! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!440! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!260!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!55! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!311! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!467! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!276!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!70! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!355! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!581! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!273!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!60! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!400! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!602! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!288!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!73! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!459! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!85! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!601! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!332!

82.5% 78.6% 4.9% 20.0% 44.3%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!339! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,116! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!381! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,530! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!368!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!379! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,366! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!459! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,537! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!435!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!417! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,393! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!496! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,640! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!401!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!423! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,400! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!378! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,557! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!407!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!440! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,280! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!544! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,467! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!373!

441 1 300 529 1 441 3842007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived
*RPI!M!degrees=Troy&Distance!+!Hartford

Trends!in!total!institutional!enrollment
Fall!2001 IPEDS
Fall!2002 IPEDS
Fall!2003 IPEDS
Fall!2004 IPEDS
Fall!2005 IPEDS
Fall!2006 IPEDS
Fall!2007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2001"2007* Derived

*Cornell's!rate!is!from!2003.!Cornell!began!reporting!endowed!
colleges!and!statutory!together!in!2003.!RPI!data!exc!Hartford!
reports!IPEDS!separately.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!441! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,300! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!529! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,441! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!384!
30.1% 16.5% 38.8% "5.8% 4.3%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,495! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15,575! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,479! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,197! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,668!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,593! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16,481! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,686! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,317! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,646!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,682! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16,643! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,732! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,340! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,688!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,704! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16,841! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,641! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,320! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,708!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,780! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17,135! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,748! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,206! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,773!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,753! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17,936! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,858! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,253! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,085!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,849! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18,742! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,845! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,220! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,261!

6.4% 20.3% 5.6% 0.2% 8.9%



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Trends!in!doctorates!awarded
2002 IPEDS
2003 IPEDS
2004 IPEDS
2005 IPEDS
2006 IPEDS
2007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived

Trends!in!master's!degrees!awarded
2002 IPEDS
2003 IPEDS
2004 IPEDS
2005 IPEDS
2006 IPEDS
2007 IPEDS

Rice Univ!of!Rochester Virginia!Tech WPI

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!106! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!185! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!326! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!106! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!190! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!272! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!126! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!209! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!290! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!137! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!219! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!329! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!147! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!200! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!366! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!143! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!239! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!356! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27!

34.9% 29.2% 9.2% 3.8%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!388! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!736! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,335! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!292!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!434! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!828! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,472! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!309!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!580! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!850! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,444! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!293!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!530! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!835! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,452! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!252!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!486! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!835! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,456! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!267!

487 793 1 367 3102007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2002"2007 Derived
*RPI!M!degrees=Troy&Distance!+!Hartford

Trends!in!total!institutional!enrollment
Fall!2001 IPEDS
Fall!2002 IPEDS
Fall!2003 IPEDS
Fall!2004 IPEDS
Fall!2005 IPEDS
Fall!2006 IPEDS
Fall!2007 IPEDS
Percent!change!2001"2007* Derived

*Cornell's!rate!is!from!2003.!Cornell!began!reporting!endowed!
colleges!and!statutory!together!in!2003.!RPI!data!exc!Hartford!
reports!IPEDS!separately.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!487! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!793! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,367! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!310!
25.5% 7.7% 2.4% 6.2%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,367! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,351! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28,203! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,887!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,633! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,516! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28,027! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,837!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,805! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,466! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27,755! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,843!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,855! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,329! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27,619! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,817!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,095! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,588! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27,979! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,917!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,024! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,846! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28,470! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,918!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,161! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,334! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29,898! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,158!

18.2% 11.8% 6.0% 7.0%



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source Rensselaer Cal!!Tech Carnegie!Mellon Case!Western Cornell

Undergradaute!admissions!"!fall!2007
Institutional!selectivity economicdiversity.org Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective
Number!of!applicants IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,162! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,597! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22,356! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,297! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30,383!
Number!admitted IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,021! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!607! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,259! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,452! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,503!
Number!admitted!who!enrolled IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,288! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!231! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,416! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,133! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,010!
Percent!of!applicants!admitted!(selectivity) IPEDS 49.40% 16.90% 28.00% 74.70% 21.40%
Percent!of!admitted!who!enrolled!(yield) IPEDS 25.70% 38.10% 22.60% 20.80% 46.30%

Enrollment!fall!2007!by!level
Undergraduate IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,164! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!913! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,682! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,207! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13,510!
First"professional IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,678! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!915!
Graduate IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,402! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,220! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,644! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,959! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,375!
Total IPEDS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,566! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,133! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,326! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,844! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,800!
Percent!undergraduate Derived 78.6% 42.8% 55.0% 42.7% 68.2%
Percent!graduate Derived 21.4% 57.2% 45.0% 40.2% 27.1%

UG!on!Pell!grants!&!UG!grad!indebtedness
%!of!dependent!UGs!on!Pell!grant!2005"06 economicdiversity.org 16% 13% 10% 16% 14%
%!dependent!UG!applied!for!aid!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org 85% 69% 54% 77% 63%
%!dependent!UG!did!not!apply!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org 15% 31% 46% 23% 37%
%!UG!graduates!with!debt!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org 75% 34% 48% 56% 53%
Mean!debt!of!UG!graduates!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org 27,235 5,156 26,500 28,081 18,938



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Undergradaute!admissions!"!fall!2007
Institutional!selectivity economicdiversity.org

Number!of!applicants IPEDS
Number!admitted IPEDS
Number!admitted!who!enrolled IPEDS
Percent!of!applicants!admitted!(selectivity) IPEDS
Percent!of!admitted!who!enrolled!(yield) IPEDS

Enrollment!fall!2007!by!level
Undergraduate IPEDS
First"professional IPEDS
Graduate IPEDS
Total IPEDS
Percent!undergraduate Derived
Percent!graduate Derived

Dartmouth Georgia!Tech Lehigh MIT Princeton

Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13,938! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,259! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,155! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,445! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18,942!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,186! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,831! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,882! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,553! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,838!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,081! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,626! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,166! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,069! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,244!

15.70% 63.00% 31.90% 12.50% 9.70%
49.50% 45.00% 30.00% 68.80% 67.70%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,164! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,565! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,756! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,172! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,845!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!314!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,371! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,177! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,089! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,048! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,416!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,849! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18,742! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,845! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10,220! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7,261!

71.2% 67.0% 69.5% 40.8% 66.7%
23.4% 33.0% 30.5% 59.2% 33.3%

UG!on!Pell!grants!&!UG!grad!indebtedness
%!of!dependent!UGs!on!Pell!grant!2005"06 economicdiversity.org

%!dependent!UG!applied!for!aid!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

%!dependent!UG!did!not!apply!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

%!UG!graduates!with!debt!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

Mean!debt!of!UG!graduates!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

14% 13% 8% 13% 8%
60% 61% 58% 71% 52%
40% 39% 42% 29% 48%
52% 49% 53% 45% 26%

21,561 14,895 25,603 17,956 4,965



Graduate Education Committee Benchmarking Data

Measure Source

Undergradaute!admissions!"!fall!2007
Institutional!selectivity economicdiversity.org

Number!of!applicants IPEDS
Number!admitted IPEDS
Number!admitted!who!enrolled IPEDS
Percent!of!applicants!admitted!(selectivity) IPEDS
Percent!of!admitted!who!enrolled!(yield) IPEDS

Enrollment!fall!2007!by!level
Undergraduate IPEDS
First"professional IPEDS
Graduate IPEDS
Total IPEDS
Percent!undergraduate Derived
Percent!graduate Derived

Rice Univ!of!Rochester Virginia!Tech WPI

Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective Very!selective
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8,968! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12,768! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19,429! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,698!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,251! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,083! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13,031! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,739!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!742! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,185! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,122! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!804!

25.10% 39.80% 67.10% 65.60%
33.00% 23.30% 39.30% 21.50%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,017! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,131! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23,041! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,017!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!415! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!361!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2,144! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3,788! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6,496! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1,141!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5,161! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9,334! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29,898! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4,158!

58.5% 55.0% 77.1% 72.6%
41.5% 40.6% 21.7% 27.4%

UG!on!Pell!grants!&!UG!grad!indebtedness
%!of!dependent!UGs!on!Pell!grant!2005"06 economicdiversity.org

%!dependent!UG!applied!for!aid!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

%!dependent!UG!did!not!apply!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

%!UG!graduates!with!debt!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

Mean!debt!of!UG!graduates!(2005"06) economicdiversity.org

10% 16% 11% 13%
51% 74% 57% 78%
49% 26% 43% 22%
41% 56% 52% 82%

15,873 27,497 19,807 34,409



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total

California!Institute!of!Technology 206
Engineering. 82 39.8%
Physical!sciences. 74 35.9%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 23 11.2%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 12 5.8%
Social!sciences. 7 3.4%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 6 2.9%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 2 1.0%

Carnegie!Mellon!University 205
Engineering. 86 42.0%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 52 25.4%
Physical!sciences. 22 10.7%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 14 6.8%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 8 3.9%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 6 2.9%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 3 1.5%
Psychology. 2 1.0%
Social!sciences. 2 1.0%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 2 1.0%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 2 1.0%
History. 2 1.0%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 1 0.5%
Architecture!and!related!services. 1 0.5%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 1 0.5%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 1 0.5%



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total
Case!Western!Reserve!University 232
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 56 24.1%
Engineering. 49 21.1%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 42 18.1%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 23 9.9%
Physical!sciences. 20 8.6%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 9 3.9%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 7 3.0%
Social!sciences. 5 2.2%
Psychology. 4 1.7%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 4 1.7%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 3 1.3%
Family!and!consumer!sciences/human!sciences. 3 1.3%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 2 0.9%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 2 0.9%
History. 2 0.9%
Education. 1 0.4%

Cornell!University 485
Engineering. 102 21.0%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 71 14.6%
Physical!sciences. 60 12.4%
Social!sciences. 51 10.5%
Agriculture,!agriculture!operations,!and!related!sciences. 36 7.4%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 29 6.0%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 18 3.7%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 18 3.7%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 12 2.5%
History. 11 2.3%
Natural!resources!and!conservation. 10 2.1%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 10 2.1%
Foreign!languages,!literatures,!and!linguistics. 9 1.9%
Architecture!and!related!services. 7 1.4%
Education. 7 1.4%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 7 1.4%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 7 1.4%
Psychology. 6 1.2%
Communication,!journalism,!and!related!programs. 5 1.0%
Legal!professions!and!studies. 3 0.6%
Area,!ethnic,!cultural,!and!gender!studies. 2 0.4%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 2 0.4%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 2 0.4%



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total

Dartmouth!College 73
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 25 34.2%
Physical!sciences. 19 26.0%
Engineering. 10 13.7%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 7 9.6%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 5 6.8%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 3 4.1%
Psychology. 2 2.7%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 2 2.7%

Georgia!Institute!of!Technology 459
Engineering. 336 73.2%
Physical!sciences. 66 14.4%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 29 6.3%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 8 1.7%
Architecture!and!related!services. 7 1.5%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 5 1.1%
Psychology. 3 0.7%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 3 0.7%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 1 0.2%
History. 1 0.2%

Lehigh!University 85
Engineering. 39 45.9%
Psychology. 10 11.8%
Physical!sciences. 9 10.6%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 7 8.2%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 5 5.9%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 5 5.9%
Education. 4 4.7%
History. 3 3.5%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 2 2.4%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 1 1.2%



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology 601
Engineering. 293 48.8%
Physical!sciences. 90 15.0%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 41 6.8%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 36 6.0%
Social!sciences. 32 5.3%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 24 4.0%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 20 3.3%
Architecture!and!related!services. 18 3.0%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 13 2.2%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 13 2.2%
Communication,!journalism,!and!related!programs. 11 1.8%
Foreign!languages,!literatures,!and!linguistics. 6 1.0%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 4 0.7%

Princeton!University 332
Engineering. 88 26.5%
Physical!sciences. 55 16.6%
Social!sciences. 45 13.6%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 31 9.3%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 18 5.4%
Foreign!languages,!literatures,!and!linguistics. 18 5.4%
History. 16 4.8%
Area,!ethnic,!cultural,!and!gender!studies. 13 3.9%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 13 3.9%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 12 3.6%
Psychology. 10 3.0%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 9 2.7%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 2 0.6%
Architecture!and!related!services. 2 0.6%

Rensselaer!Polytechnic!Institute 163
Engineering. 97 59.5%
Physical!sciences. 19 11.7%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 17 10.4%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 7 4.3%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 7 4.3%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 5 3.1%
Social!sciences. 4 2.5%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 4 2.5%
Communication,!journalism,!and!related!programs. 3 1.8%



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total

Rice!University 143
Engineering. 37 25.9%
Physical!sciences. 34 23.8%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 13 9.1%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 11 7.7%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 9 6.3%
Psychology. 8 5.6%
Social!sciences. 7 4.9%
History. 7 4.9%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 5 3.5%
Foreign!languages,!literatures,!and!linguistics. 5 3.5%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 4 2.8%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 2 1.4%
Architecture!and!related!services. 1 0.7%

University!of!Rochester 239
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 48 20.1%
Physical!sciences. 36 15.1%
Education. 32 13.4%
Engineering. 31 13.0%
Visual!and!performing!arts. 30 12.6%
Psychology. 12 5.0%
Social!sciences. 11 4.6%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 8 3.3%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 6 2.5%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 6 2.5%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 5 2.1%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 5 2.1%
English!language!and!literature/letters. 4 1.7%
History. 3 1.3%
Philosophy!and!religious!studies. 2 0.8%



Doctorates!Awarded!in!2007!"!By!CIP!Description

Institution!/!Classification!of!Instructional!Program Degrees

%!of!
Institutional!

Total
Virginia!Polytechnic!Institute 356
Engineering. 128 36.0%
Education. 70 19.7%
Physical!sciences. 20 5.6%
Biological!and!biomedical!sciences. 18 5.1%
Business,!management,!marketing,!and!related!support!services. 17 4.8%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 16 4.5%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 15 4.2%
Family!and!consumer!sciences/human!sciences. 15 4.2%
Health!professions!and!related!clinical!sciences. 10 2.8%
Psychology. 9 2.5%
Agriculture,!agriculture!operations,!and!related!sciences. 9 2.5%
Architecture!and!related!services. 8 2.2%
Social!sciences. 7 2.0%
Natural!resources!and!conservation. 7 2.0%
Public!administration!and!social!service!professions. 5 1.4%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 2 0.6%

Worcester!Polytechnic!Institute 27
Engineering. 18 66.7%
Computer!and!information!sciences!and!support!services. 4 14.8%
Physical!sciences. 3 11.1%
Multi/interdisciplinary!studies. 1 3.7%
Mathematics!and!statistics. 1 3.7%


